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Chapter I

Genericity, Reflexivity, Modality

In this introductory monograph, we investigate Peirce’s continuum concept
from several perspectives. We stress what can be considered the main strength of
Peirce’s original approach to the “labyrinth of the continuum”: (I) its central
interconnection

of

genericity,

reflexivity

and

modality

–and

subsidiary

supermultitudeness, inextensibility and plasticity–, an approach which requires a
careful logical treatment and which has seldom been well understood. We then show
that (II) Peirce’s pioneering ideas about a non-cantorian continuum can receive
adequate partial modelling from further independent developments in XXth century
mathematics. With Peirce’s continuum concept in hand, we insist in the well-known
interpretation which locates the continuum at the core of Peirce’s system, and we proceed
to show (III) some explicit uses of continuity hypotheses which pervade the skeleton of
the architectonics of pragmaticism. We finally approach the elusive “proof of
pragmaticism ” from new perspectives, and we show that (IV) a web of crossing threads
between Peirce’s continuum, his existential graphs and his classification of the sciences
becomes fundamental, helping us to understand better an evolving array of marks which
can endorse the validity of Peirce’s system. Following Peirce’s indications on the
usefulness of diagrammatic thought, we introduce an important number of figures to
resume iconically some of its main trends. Secondary literature references are
consistently made at the endnotes of each chapter.
I.1. Cantor’s analytical object
Modern mathematics, overwhelmingly immersed into classical set theory, works
with set theoretic objects which have only modelled part of the underlying mathematical
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concepts. A systematic identification between concept and object –coming, in part, from
biased uses of Frege’s abstraction principle– has limited the way to handle many
mathematical concepts. In particular, the general concept of the continuum, when
objectually transformed into Cantor’s real line in modern mathematical set theory, has
lost many sides of its extraordinary richness.
The cantorian real line (R) was constructed to solve precise and technical
mathematical problems: convergence questions (Fourier series representations) in the
theory of functions of real variable, and questions of local hierarchization (ordinal
measure of fragments of the line) in the emerging set-theoretic topology. R serves to
model one of the fundamental aspects of a generic continuum: its completeness, or
“analytical saturation”:
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Figure 1.
Analytical accumulation of equivalence classes
to “saturate” the continuum in Cantor’s approach

Formally reconstructed inside Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (ZF), the number sets
arise in a process of accumulating points inside an actual infinite, which begins with the
naturals. The integers –as equivalence classes of the difference relation between pairs of
natural numbers–, the rationals –as equivalence classes of the divisibility relation between
pairs of integers–, and the reals –as equivalence classes of the convergence relation
between Cauchy rational sequences– form sets of points, in which elements are added.
The summa of those elements represents a model of the continuum.
Nevertheless, from a more elementary common sense perspective, without even
entering yet into the composition or intrinsic properties of the continuum, it should be
obvious that a given model alone (actual, determinate) cannot, in principle, capture all the
richness of a general concept (possible, indeterminate). In fact, the pragmatic maxim
hinders immediately such a pretense:
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Figure 2.
Elementary use of the pragmatic maxim:
no general concept can be modelled by an object alone

The existence of multiple ways of representing and modelling should avoid
any identifications of a mathematical concept with a mathematical object (something
which, however, is normally and even normatively done). One of those doubtful
identifications consists in the classical set theoretic formulation: continuum ≡ R,
where the idea of continuity (a general concept) is identified with the cantorian real
line (a given model). Even the existence of “monstrous” models in contemporary
model theory (homogeneous, saturated and universal, at will) arises with respect to
given collections of axioms, that can only capture partially the concepts behind the
axioms. It becomes fundamental, then, to distinguish the continuum from R. Another
thing is that the reals help to represent –as they have effectively done so– a
fundamental part of the concept of continuity.
It turns out that continuity is a protean concept, which –like Proteus, the
mythical sea-god fabled to assume various shapes– can be modelled in several diverse
ways, witnessing its extraordinary richness. More generally, as points out Saunders
MacLane, one of the founders of the mathematical theory of categories,
Mathematics is that branch of science in which the concepts are protean: each concept
applies not to one aspect of reality, but to many1.

MacLane’s conception coincides fully with Peirce’s view: mathematics moves in the
unbounded realm of pure possibilities, constantly transposed into reality. Following
the pragmatic maxim, the continuum (general) can only be approached by its different
signs (particular models) in representational contexts. A map of many disguises of
the continuum is shown in figure 3.
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Proteus: the continuum “along” the pragmatic maxim
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The many shapes of the continuum shown in figure 3 will be studied carefully in the
second chapter. For the moment, the diagram helps to show the very particular place of
Cantor’s analytical object in a general outlook, and points to the situation of Peirce’s
continuum, which will be studied in what follows. It is clear that Cantor’s real line R,
which inside ZF plays a fundamental protean role (since its cardinal can take, there, all the
possible forms not in contradiction with König’s cofinality restriction), outside ZF it falls
short with respect to the generic and modal richness lying in a general concept of
continuity. In this sense, the cantorian real line is but a “first embryo ” of continuity, as
Peirce claimed, alone, in the desert.
I.2. Peirce’s synthetical concept
Peirce’s continuum is an “absolutely general” concept which, in principle, does
not have to be completely objectified in just a formal context (for example, Peirce’s
continuum seems to transcend, as many great cardinal hypotheses do, the power of
representation of ZF). It is a really generic concept, which intrinsically lies, in Peirce’s
view, inside any other general concept: “every general concept is, in reference to its
individuals, strictly a continuum ” 2 . Thus, Peirce’s continuum, as a lean, “free” concept
in the realm of the general and the possible, cannot be bounded by a determinated
collection: “no collection of individuals could ever be adequate to the extension of a
concept in general ” 3 . Leaving free the determination contexts of the continuum –his
partial “extensions ”– and insisting in the intensionality of the continuum as a general,
Peirce obtains immediately one of the profound peculiarities in his vision of the
continuum. An original and extremely important asymmetrization of Frege’s abstraction
principle occurs: as we will further study in our second chapter, intension and extension,
in multiple cases, as the one in hand, do not have to be logically equivalent.
Besides recovering the primacy of concepts over objects, Peirce insists in
understanding synthetically the continuum, as a general whole which cannot be
analytically reconstructed by an internal sum of points4 :
Across a line a collection of blades may come down simultaneously, and so long as
the collection of blades is not so great that they merge into one another, owing to their
supermultitude, they will cut the line up into as great a collection of pieces each of
which will be a line, –just as completely a line as was the whole. This I say is the
intuitional idea of a line with which the synthetic geometer really works, –his virtual
hypothesis, whether he recognizes it or not; and I appeal to the scholars of this
institution where geometry flourishes as all the world knows, to cast aside all
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analytical theories about lines, and looking at the matter from a synthetical point of
view to make the mental experiment and say whether it is not true that the line refuses
to be cut up into points by any discrete multitude of knives, however great.5

As we shall later see, this synthetical view of the continuum will be fully recovered
by the mathematical theory of categories, in the last decades of the XXth century. For
now, we can already record that Peirce’s continuum, as a synthetical concept opposed
to Cantor’s analytical object6, necessarily possesses a greater richness (indeterminate,
general, vague) than the real numbers object, since –simultaneously– the conceptual
reaches an ampler plurality than the objectual and the synthetical involves a wider
distributed universality than the analytical.
Next diagram encompasses, in our reading, the most salient traits of Peirce’s
continuum, understood unitarily as a synthetical concept where are entangled three
crucial global properties (genericity, reflexivity, modality), three sub-determinations of
those properties (supermultitudeness, inextensibility, plasticity) and four local
methodologies (generic relationality, vagueness logic, neighbourhood logic, possibilia
surgery), which can weave, in local contexts, the global architecture:
GLOBAL PROPERTIES

LOCAL METHODS
GENERIC RELATIONALITY

GENERICITY
SUPERMULTITUDENESS
VAGUENESS LOGIC
REFLEXIVITY
INEXTENSIBILITY
NEIGHBOURHOOD LOGIC
MODALITY
PLASTICITY
POSSIBILIA SURGERY
Figure 4.
The “double sigma”: global and local concepts which articulate Peirce’s continuum
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The double sigma underlines some fundamental threads between global and
local aspects of Peirce’s continuum to which we will devote the rest of this chapter.
The terminology tries to evoke Watson and Crick’s “double helix”, a double staircase
of interlaced spirals where genetic information sums up. As the double helix codifies
a fundamental part of the secrets of the living, the double sigma wishes to synthetize
part of the fundamental secrets of the continuum.7 A vertical reading –a pragmatic
reading– of the double sigma, gives rise to two important programs of research, that
we will call pragmae of the continuum, and whose full elucidation would need “long
duration” inquiries inside our “community of researchers”: the construction of a
categorical topics, which would systematically study the global synthetic correlations
between “sites” of knowledge, and the construction of a modal geometry, which
would study the local connection methods between those sites and detect its modal
“invariants”.

Global Pragma
CATEGORICAL TOPICS

Local Pragma
MODAL GEOMETRY

(versus
set-theoretic
foundations)

(versus
classical
arithmetization)

Figure 5.
“Pragmae” of the continuum

As we shall see in our second chapter, XXth century mathematics,
independently of Peirce, will advance in the construction of a far-reaching
“categorical topics”, obtaining many outstanding but somewhat isolated technical
results. On the other hand, the construction of a “modal geometry” is just beginning
in the last decade. One of the many legacies of Peirce’s continuum consists in
interweaving coherently the two preceding pragmae, finding systematically
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reflections of the global into the local, and vice versa. We proceed to show how
Peirce’s writings support the double sigma interpretation.

I.3. Genericity and supermultitudeness
Perhaps the most salient trait of Peirce’s continuum is his general character, with
all the connotations and derivations that the term includes. To adapt us a little to the
more precise language of modern mathematics, we will also use the term “generic” as a
substitute equivalent of “ general ”. In Peirce, the general includes very diverse nuances,
but all united under an idea of “freeness ” –whatever is free of particularizing
attachments, determinative, existential or actual. The general is what can live in the realm
of possibilia, not determinate nor actual, and which opposes the particular mode of the
existential. In Peirce’s words,
The idea of a general involves the idea of possible variations which no multitude of
existent things could exhaust but would leave between any two not merely many
possibilities, but possibilities absolutely beyond all multitude.8
Generality is, indeed, an indispensable ingredient of reality; for mere individual existence
or actuality without any regularity whatever is a nullity. Chaos is pure nothing.9

Generality –as a law or regularity beyond the merely individual, as a deep layer of
reality beyond the merely named, as a basic weapon in the dispute between realism
and nominalism– falls into peircean thirdness and glues naturally together with the
continuum. Peirce recalls several times that the continuum can be seen as a certain
form of generality:
The continuum is a General.
continuum vaguely defined.10

It is a General of a relation.

Every General is a

Continuity, as generality, is inherent in potentiality, which is essentially general. (...)
The original potentiality is essentially continuous, or general.11
The possible is general, and continuity and generality are two names for the same
absence of distinction of individuals.12
A perfect continuum belongs to the genus, of a whole all whose parts without any
exception whatsoever conform to one general law to which same law conform likewise
all the parts of each single part. Continuity is thus a special kind of generality, or
conformity to one Idea. More specifically, it is a homogeneity, or generality among all
of a certain kind of parts of one whole. Still more specifically, the characters which are
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the same in all the parts are a certain kind of relationship of each part to all the
coordinate parts; that is, it is a regularity.13

The continuum is thus a general, where all the potentialities can fall –
overcoming all determinations– and where certain modes of connection between the
parts and the whole (local and global) become homogenized and regularized –
overcoming and melting together all individual distinctions. The generic character of
Peirce’s continuum (thirdness) is thus closely weaved with the overcoming of
determinacy and actuality (secondness). In this process the threads of indetermination
and chance (firstness) become essential, freeing the existent from its particular
qualities in order to reach the generality of possibilia. For Peirce, the logic of relatives
is the natural filter which allows to free and lean out action-reaction agents, in order to
melt them in a higher general continuity, because relative logic allows to observe the
individual as a “degenerate” form of relationality and the given as a degenerate form
of possibility:
Continuity is simply what generality becomes in the logic of relatives.14
True continuity is perfect generality elevated to the mode of conception of the Logic of
Relations.15
Continuity is shown by the logic of relations to be nothing but a higher type of that
which we know as generality. It is relational generality.16
The continuum is all that is possible, in whatever dimension it be continuous. But the
general or universal of ordinary logic also comprises whatever of a certain description
is possible. And thus the continuum is that which the logic of relatives shows the true
universal to be.17

Peirce’s dictum

• continuity = genericity via relative logic •

is one of his

most astonishing intuitions. In a first approach, it appears as a pretty cryptic, “occult”
motto, but, as we will forcefully show in the next chapter, it really can be considered
as a genial abduction, underlying the introduction of topological methods in logic and
summarizing the proof (obtained in the 1990’s) that many of the fundamental
theorems of the logic of relatives are no more than corresponding continuity theorems
in the uniform topological space of first-order logic elementary classes.
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We think that this outstanding peircean abduction –clearly explicited from
1898 on and perhaps one of the firmer expressions of Peirce’s logical refinement–
could have been based in two previous, crucial, logical “experiments”: on one side, his
construction of systems of existential graphs (from 1896 on), where the rules of logic
happen to be back-and-forth processes on the continuity of the sheet of assertion
(discrete back-and-forth for the propositional calculus, and continuous back-and-forth
for the logic of relatives –see the continual elongations of the identity line); on the
other side, his neglected invention of infinitesimal relatives (in the never dried-out
memory of 1870 on the logic of relatives)18, which Peirce uses to reveal extremely
interesting structural similarities between formal processes of differentiation (over the
usual mathematical continuum) and operational processes of relativization (over a
logical continuum much more general).
An immediate consequence of the genericity of the continuum is that the
continuum must be supermultitudinous, in the sense that his size must be fully generic,
and cannot be bounded by any other size actually determined19:
A supermultitudinous collection (...) is greater than any of the single collections. (...) A
supermultitudinous collection is so great that its individuals are no longer distinct from
one another. (...) A supermultitudinous collection, then, is no longer discrete; but it is
continuous.20
A supermultitudinous collection sticks together by logical necessity. Its constituent
individuals are no longer distinct and independent subjects. They have no existence, –no
hypothetical existence–, except in their relations to one another. They are no subjects,
but phrases expressive of the properties of the continuum.21

The supermultitudinous character of Peirce’s continuum shows, according to
Peirce, that the cantorian real line is just “the first embryon of continuity”, “an incipient
cohesiveness, a germinal of continuity”22. Nevertheless, the cardinal indetermination
(2ℵ0) of Cantor’s continuum inside ZF –a profound discovery of XXth century
mathematical logic that Peirce could not imagine– shows that the cantorian model can
also be considered as a valid generic candidate to capture the supermultitudeness23 of
the continuum (even if other generic traits of Peirce’s continuum, in the extensible or
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modal realm, as we shall soon see, do not seem capable to be modelled by the
cantorian real line).
In any case, from the very beginning of their investigations, Cantor and Peirce’s
paths are clearly opposed: while Cantor and, systematically, most of his followers, try to
bound the continuum, Peirce tries to unbound it: to approach a supermultitudinous
continuum, not restricted in size, truly generic in the transfinite, never totally determined.
It comes then, as a most remarkable fact, that many indications of the indeterminacy of
the continuum found at the core of contemporary cantorian set theory (free analysis of
the set theoretic universe through disparate filters, using forcing techniques, with many
phenomena possibly coexistent) seem to assure in retrospect the correction of Peirce’s
vision. The generality of Peirce’s continuum implies, as we shall now see, that it cannot
be reconstructed from the “particular” or the “existent ”, and that it must be thought in
the true general realm of possibilia.

I.4. Reflexivity and inextensibility
One of the fundamental properties of Peirce’s continuum consists in its
reflexivity, a finely grained approach to Kant’s conception that the continuum is such
that any of its parts possesses in turn another part similar to the whole:
A continuum is defined as something any part of which however small itself has parts of
the same kind.24

We will use the term “reflexivity” for the preceding property of the continuum
since, following a reflection principle, the whole can be reflected in any of its parts:
continuum : whole
(

)

given any part of the continuum,
there exists another part similar to the whole

“magnifying glass”
Figure 6.
The reflexivity of Peirce’s continuum
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As immediately infers Peirce (see next citation), reflexivity implies that the continuum
cannot be composed by points, since points –not possessing other parts than
themselves– cannot possess parts similar to the whole. Thus, reflexivity distinguishes
at once the peircean continuum from the cantorian, since Cantor’s real line is
composed by points and is not reflexive. In Peirce’s continuum the points disappear as
actual entities (we shall see that they remain as possibilities) and are replaced –in
actual, active-reactive secondness– by neighbourhoods, where the continuum flows:
The result is, that we have altogether eliminated points. (...) There are no points in such a
line; there is no exact boundary between any parts. (...) There is no flow in an instant.
Hence, the present is not an instant. (...) When the scale of numbers, rational and
irrational, is applied to a line, the numbers are insufficient for exactitude; and it is
intrinsically doubtful precisely where each number is placed. But the environs of each
number is called a point. Thus, a point is the hazily outlined part of the line whereon is
placed a single number. When we say is placed, we mean would be placed, could the
placing of the numbers be made as precise as the nature of numbers permits.25

We will call inextensibility the property which asserts that a continuum cannot
be composed of points.

As we mentioned, a continuum’s reflexivity implies its

inextensibility (Peirce’s continuum is reflexive, thus inextensible), or, equivalently, its
extensibility implies its irreflexivity (Cantor’s continuum is extensible, thus
irreflexive). The fact that Peirce’s continuum cannot be extensible, not being able to
be captured extensionally by a sum of points, retrieves one of the basic precepts of the
Parmenidean One, “immovable in the bonds of mighty chains”, a continuous whole
which cannot be broken, “nor is it divisible, since it is all alike, and there is no more of
it in one place than in another, to hinder it from holding together, nor less of it, but
everything is full of what is”26.
The inextensibility of Peirce’s continuum is closely tied to another brilliant
intuition of Peirce, which states that number cannot completely codify the continuum:
Number cannot possibly express continuity.27
Lengths are not measurable by numbers, nor by limits of series of them.28
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The impossibility to fully express the continuum through number grilles29 is a
natural limitation which shows that, in order to obtain a finer understanding of the
continuum, the program of classical arithmetization of the real line (Weierstrass,
Cantor) should be complemented with the new “pragma” that Peirce’s writings
suggest: the construction of a modal geometrization of the continuum.
I.5. Modality and plasticity
Peirce’s crucial modalization of his pragmaticism can be driven, as Max Fisch
has shown30, to his late readings of the Greek Masters, at the middle of the 1880’s.
The Aristotelean influence –following Aristotles’ use of a wide spectrum of
possibilities to cover all reams of reality– weighs in Peirce’s approach to the
continuum, when he begins to present the continuum as a complex modal logos:
A continuum is a collection of so vast a multitude that in the whole universe of
possibility there is not room for them to retain their distinct identities; but they become
welded into one another. Thus the continuum is all that is possible, in whatever
dimension it be continuous.31
You have then so crowded the field of possibility that the units of that aggregate lose
their individual identity. It ceases to be a collection because it is now a continuum. (...)
A truly continuous line is a line upon which there is room for any multitude of points
whatsoever. Then the multitude or what corresponds to multitude of possible points, –
exceeds all multitude. These points are pure possibilities. There is no such gath. On a
continuous line there are not really any points at all.32
It seems necessary to say that a continuum, where it is continuous and unbroken, contains
no definite parts; that its parts are created in the act of defining them and the precise
definition of them breaks the continuity. (...) Breaking grains of sand more and more
will only make the sand more broken. It will not weld the grains into unbroken
continuity.33

The great richness of real and general possibilities far exceeds the “existent”
realm34 and forms a “true” continuum, on which the existent must be seen as a certain
type of discontinuity. “Existence as rupture” is another amazing peircean intuition,
which anticipates by a century Weinberg’s ruptures of the symmetry principle,
continuity breakdowns that help to explain in contemporary physics the cosmos’
evolution:
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The zero collection is bare, abstract, germinal possibility. The continuum is concrete,
developed possibility. The whole universe of true and real possibilities forms a
continuum, upon which this Universe of Actual Existence is, by virtue of the essential
Secondness of Existence, a discontinuous mark.35

Peirce’s recursive contrast between secondness and thirdness –a growing
dialectics which develops its potentiality through a permanent back-and-forth of
reflections and iterations– is also the clash between existence and being, between
discontinuous mark and continuous flow, between point and neighbourhood.

In

Peirce’s vision, while points can “exist” as discontinuous marks defined to anchor
action-reaction number scales on the continuum, the “true” and steady components of
the continuum are generic and indefinite neighbourhoods, interweaved in the realm of
possibilia without actually marking its frontiers. The metaphysical process36 which
presupposes a general being prior to the emergence of existence seems to be akin to
the genetic structure of Peirce’s continuum: just like Brouwer, Peirce postulates the
possibility of conceiving previously a global continuum (“higher generality”), on
which marks and number systems are introduced subsequently to mimic locally the
general continuum (this becomes particularly clean in Peirce’s existential graphs; see
our fourth chapter). As Peirce clearly suggests, the infinite breaking of grains of sand
never achieves them fully merging into one another: a synthetic vision of the
continuum (Peirce, Brouwer) has to be given previously to its analytical composition
(Cantor).
Peirce’s continuum –understood as a synthetical range where whatever is
possible should be able to glue– has to be a general place (logos), extremely flexible,
plastic, homogeneous, without irregularities:
The perfect third is plastic, relative and continuous. Every process, and whatever is
continuous, involves thirdness.37
This continuum must clearly have more dimensions than a surface or even than a solid;
and we will suppose it to be plastic, so that it can be deformed in all sorts of ways
without the continuity and connection of parts being ever ruptured. Of this continuum the
blank sheet of assertion may be imagined to be a photograph. When we find out that a
proposition is true, we can place it wherever we please on the sheet, because we can
imagine the original continuum, which is plastic, to be so deformed as to bring any
number of propositions to any places on the sheet we may choose.38
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The idea of continuity is the idea of a homogeneity, or sameness, which is a regularity.
On the other hand, just as a continuous line is one which affords room for any multitude
of points, no matter how great, so all regularity affords scope for any multitude of variant
particulars; so that the idea [of] continuity is an extension of the idea of regularity.
Regularity implies generality.39
A perfect continuum belongs to the genus, of a whole all whose parts without any
exception whatsoever conform to one general law to which same law conform likewise
all the parts of each single part. Continuity is thus a special kind of generality, or
conformity to one Idea. More specifically, it is a homogeneity, or generality among all of
a certain kind of parts of one whole. Still more specifically, the characters which are the
same in all the parts are a certain kind of relationship of each part to all the coordinate
parts; that is, it is a regularity. The step of specification which seems called for next, as
appropriate to our purpose of defining, or logically analyzing the Idea of continuity, is
that of asking ourselves what kind [of] relationship between parts it is that constitutes the
regularity a continuity; and the first, and therefore doubtless the best answer for our
purpose, not as the ultimate answer, but as the proximate one, is that it is the relation or
relations of contiguity; for continuity is unbrokenness (whatever that may be) and this
seems to imply a passage from one part to a contiguous part.40

Peirce’s continuum is general, plastic, homogeneous, regular, in order to allow,
in a natural way, the “transit” of modalities, the “fusion” of individualities, the
“overlapping” of neighbourhoods. The generic idea of a continuous flow is present
behind those transits, fusions and overlappings, ubiquitous osmotic processes that
Peirce notices in the plasticity of protoplasm and human mind, and that, in a bold
abduction, he lifts to a universal hypothesis:
If the laws of nature are results of evolution, this evolution must proceed according to
some principle; and this principle will itself be of the nature of a law. But it must be such
a law that it can evolve or develope itself. (...) Evidently it must be a tendency toward
generalization, -- a generalizing tendency. But any fundamental universal tendency ought
to manifest itself in nature. Where shall we look for it? We could not expect to find it in
such phenomena as gravitation where the evolution has so nearly approached its ultimate
limit, that nothing even simulating irregularity can be found in it. But we must search for
this generalizing tendency rather in such departments of nature where we find plasticity
and evolution still at work. The most plastic of all things is the human mind, and next
after that comes the organic world, the world of protoplasm. Now the generalizing
tendency is the great law of mind, the law of association, the law of habit taking. We also
find in all active protoplasm a tendency to take habits. Hence I was led to the hypothesis
that the laws of the universe have been formed under a universal tendency of all things
toward generalization and habit-taking.41

Peirce’s

continuum

–generic

and

supermultitudinous,

reflexive

and

inextensible, modal and plastic– is the global conceptual milieu where, in a natural
way, we can construct hierarchies to bound possible evolutions and local concretions
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of arbitrary flow notions. In the remainder of this chapter we will show how to deal
with those constructions, completing thus an introductory overview to the “double
sigma” interpretation of Peirce’s continuum (figure 4). We will study some of the
local methods that Peirce devised to begin to control the specific “passages” of
genericity, reflexivity and modality.

I.6. The local methods
True discoverer of all the potentiality lying in the logic of relatives42, Peirce
applies the strength of that logical lens to the problem of approaching locally the
continuum. Turning to the genericity of the continuum, Peirce notices that the “mode
of connection” of the parts must be understood in full generality, involving a genuine
triadic relation, and he opens thus the way to a study of generic triadic relations,
closely tied with “general modes” of smoothness and contiguity:

My notion of the essential character of a perfect continuum is the absolute generality
with which two rules hold good, first, that every part has parts; and second, that every
sufficiently small part has the same mode of immediate connection with others as every
other has.43
No perfect continuum can be defined by a dyadic relation. But if we take instead a
triadic relation, and say A is r to B for C, say, to fix our ideas, that proceeding from A in
a particular way, say to the right, you reach B before C, it is quite evident that a
continuum will result like a self-returning line with no discontinuity whatever...44
The attraction of one particle for another acts through continuous Time and Space, both
of which are of triadic constitution. (...) The dyadic action is not the whole action; and
the whole action is, in a way, triadic.45

These assertions show that Peirce is trying to find fitting reflections of the
global into the local: the continuum –which in its “perfect generality” is one of the
most achieved global forms of thirdness– must also embody a genuinely triadic
mode46 of connection in the constitution of its local fragments.
Peirce’s continuum, as a general, is indeterminate. Along what we could call
indetermination “fibers”, the general reacts antithetically with the “vague”:
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Logicians have too much neglected the study of vagueness, not suspecting the important
part it plays in mathematical thought. It is the antithetical analogue of generality. A sign
is objectively general, in so far as, leaving its effective interpretation indeterminate, it
surrenders to the interpreter the right of completing the determination for himself. "Man
is mortal." "What man?" "Any man you like." A sign is objectively vague, in so far as,
leaving its interpretation more or less indeterminate, it reserves for some other possible
sign or experience the function of completing the determination. "This month," says the
almanac-oracle, "a great event is to happen." "What event?" "Oh, we shall see. The
almanac doesn't tell that."47

We refer to next figure for a visual image of the situation. To an important
degree, the study of generality can be seen as the study of the universal quantifier
(“any man”), while the study of vagueness is the study of the existential quantifier (“a
great event”).

As we will see in our second chapter, an explicit adjunction, or

evolving antithesis, between genericity (∀) and vagueness (∃) was to be found, and
precisely studied, by another great american mathematician in the 1960’s.

generality
“antithesis”
(adjunction ∀ : ∃)
vagueness
progressive
determination

indetermination

continuum

Figure 7.
Generality-vagueness “adjunction”
in the indeterminate “fibers” of the continuum
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Peirce’s logic of vagueness48 hopes to control the transit of the indefinite to the
definite, of the indeterminate to the determinate, and to study some intermediate
borders49 in processes of relative determination.

Prior to this horizontal control,

nevertheless, Peirce discovered the basic vertical antithesis • genericity vs. vagueness
• whose partial resolutions were to pave the way to the construction of intermediate
logical systems. The “antithesis”, when applied locally to the continuum, weaves
closely a scheme of general connexion modes, naturally intermediate:
A point of a surface may be in a region of that surface, or out of it, or on its boundary.
This gives us an indirect and vague conception of an intermediary between affirmation
and denial in general, and consequently of an intermediate, or nascent state, between
determination and indetermination. There must be a similar intermediacy between
generality and vagueness.50

Mathematical logic in the XXth century would show that the natural logic
associated to the connecting modes of the continuum is really an intermediate logic –
the intuitionistic logic– in which the principle of excluded middle does not hold. It is
thus amazing that Peirce –following general paths in his architectonics, very distant
from the technical demands that underlie intuitionistic constructive threads– could
have been able to predict that an adequate logic for the continuum would have to
abandon, in fact, the law of excluded middle:
If we are to accept the common sense idea of continuity (after correcting its vagueness
and fixing it to mean something) we must either say that a continuous line contains no
points or we must say that the principle of excluded middle does not hold of these points.
The principle of excluded middle only applies to an individual (for it is not true that
"Any man is wise" nor that "Any man is not wise”). But places, being mere possibles
without actual existence, are not individuals. Hence a point or indivisible place really
does not exist unless there actually be something there to mark it, which, if there is,
interrupts the continuity.51
I must show that the will be's, the actually is's, and the have beens are not the sum of the
reals. They only cover actuality. There are besides would be's and can be's that are real.
The distinction is that the actual is subject both to the principles of contradiction and of
excluded middle; and in one way so are the would be's and can be's. In that way a would
be is but the negation of a can be and conversely. But in another way a would be is not
subject to the principle of excluded middle; both would be X and would be not X may be
false. And in this latter way a can be may be defined as that which is not subject to the
principle of contradiction. On the contrary, if of anything it is only true that it can be X it
can be not X as well.52
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In these two quotes, Peirce points out that the logic of actuality can be
approached by usual classical logic, but that the “true” logic of continuity (to be
applied to the dynamical flow of potential sites and not to the static condition of
points) is a logic where the principle of excluded middle fails. In his rather difficult
language of “vague” modalities (“can be”: ◊; “would be”: ¬◊) , Peirce also relates
generality and necessity (forms of thirdness), as well as vagueness and possibility
(forms of firstness), and tries to characterize logically the former as failures of
distribution of the excluded middle, as well as the latter as failures of distribution of
the contradiction principle53:
The general might be defined as that to which the principle of excluded middle does not
apply. A triangle in general is not isosceles nor equilateral; nor is a triangle in general
scalene. The vague might be defined as that to which the principle of contradiction does
not apply. For it is false neither that an animal (in a vague sense) is male, nor that an
animal is female.54

Failure of Excluded Middle:

Failure of Contradiction Principle:

p ∨ ¬p fails
for the general (∀)
and for the necessary ( )

¬ (p ∧ ¬p) fails
for the vague (∃)
and for the possible (◊)

=/ ∀xP ∨ ∀x¬P

=/ ¬ (∃xP ∧ ∃x¬P)

=/

=/ ¬ (◊p ∧ ◊ ¬p)

p ∨

¬p

Figure 8.
Generality and Vagueness do not distribute
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In our next quote we will see how Peirce, after analyzing a situation in all its
possible generality, once again extrapolates his logical acumen to a cosmological
hypothesis. These risky and fascinating abductions are based, in our view, in a double
continuity hypothesis: the hypothesis that the logical continuum –composed by relative
logic and its intermediate layers– is a true reflection of the cosmos’ continuum, and the
hypothesis that free, generic assertions behave similarly between local and global
structural forms of the continuum:
The evolution of forms begins or, at any rate, has for an early stage of it, a vague
potentiality; and that either is or is followed by a continuum of forms having a multitude
of dimensions too great for the individual dimensions to be distinct. It must be by a
contraction of the vagueness of that potentiality of everything in general, but of nothing
in particular, that the world of forms comes about.55
All that I have been saying about the beginnings of creation seems wildly confused
enough. Now let me give you such slight indication, as brevity permits, of the clue to
which I trust to guide us through the maze. Let the clean blackboard be a sort of diagram
of the original vague potentiality, or at any rate of some early stage of its determination.
This is something more than a figure of speech; for after all continuity is generality. This
blackboard is a continuum of two dimensions, while that which it stands for is a
continuum of some indefinite multitude of dimensions. This blackboard is a continuum
of possible points; while that is a continuum of possible dimensions of quality, or is a
continuum of possible dimensions of a continuum of possible dimensions of quality, or
something of that sort. There are no points on this blackboard. There are no dimensions
in that continuum. I draw a chalk line on the board. This discontinuity is one of those
brute acts by which alone the original vagueness could have made a step towards
definiteness. There is a certain element of continuity in this line. Where did this
continuity come from? It is nothing but the original continuity of the blackboard which
makes everything upon it continuous.56

A generic continuum is always present in the universe, reflected in multiple
layers (single continuum of qualitative possibilities – line in the blackboard) and
“meta-layers” (double continuum of qualitative possibilities – blackboard). Through
acts of “brute force” are then produced breaks on the continuum which allow to
“mark” differences: secondness, existence, discreteness, emerge all as ruptures of the
real, the third, the continuous. Vagueness, indetermination, amalgamation, present in
a “primitive” continuum (the Parmenidean “One”), evolve towards a logic of identity,
more and more determined, capable of recording differences by means of successive
breaks, ruptures, discontinuities. Since the evolution is not absolute, but contextual,
nor achievable, but partial, the counterpoint between a continuous ground and
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discontinuity peaks becomes saturated only in certain given contexts. Changing flows
of the living, or approaching visions of the world, in other contexts, acquire a
completely new dynamics. A peircean model for the development of the universe can
be seen as an evolving spiral, which extends in a three-dimensional continuum and
which crosses diverse conceptual cylinders that symbolize both the natural and the
cultural world: in each crossing, in each “mark”, a new height and a new location
allow to construct a new perspective, from which the unlimited peircean semeiosis can
transform herself.
Peirce’s continuum is formed by superposed “real” environments and
neighbourhoods –modes of fusion and connection of the possibilia–.

On that

continuum “ideal” points are marked –cuts and discontinuities of the actual– only to
construct contrasting scales and to facilitate the “calculus”. An apparent oddity, which
ties the real with the possible and the ideal with the actual, is one of the radical stakes
of peircean philosophy57. Indeed, the actual, the given, the present, the instant, are no
more than ideal limits: limits of possibility neighbourhoods which contain those
actuality marks, those points impossible to be drawn, those fleeting presents, those
impalpable instants.
Accordingly, Peirce insists that the continuum must be studied –in a coherent
approach with its inextensibility– by means of a neighbourhood logic: an intermediate
logic which would study the connecting modes of environments of the real, a nonclassical logic which would go beyond punctual “positive assertion and negation”:
I have long felt that it is a serious defect in existing logic that it takes no heed of the limit
between two realms. I do not say that the Principle of Excluded Middle is downright
false; but I do say that in every field of thought whatsoever there is an intermediate
ground between positive assertion and positive negation which is just as Real as they.58
A continuum (such as time and space actually are) is defined as something any part of
which however small itself has parts of the same kind. Every part of a surface is a
surface, and every part of a line is a line. The point of time or space is nothing but the
ideal limit towards which we approach indefinitely close without ever reaching it in
dividing time or space. To assert that something is true of a point is only to say that it is
true of times and spaces however small or else that it is more and more nearly true the
smaller the time or space and as little as we please from being true of a sufficiently small
interval. (...) And so nothing is true of a point which is not at least on the limit of what is
true for spaces and times.59
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A drop of ink has fallen upon the paper and I have walled it round. Now every point of
the area within the walls is either black or white; and no point is both black and white.
That is plain. The black is, however, all in one spot or blot; it is within bounds. There is a
line of demarcation between the black and the white. Now I ask about the points of this
line, are they black or white? Why one more than the other? Are they (A) both black and
white or (B) neither black nor white? Why A more than B, or B more than A? It is
certainly true, First, that every point of the area is either black or white, Second, that no
point is both black and white, Third, that the points of the boundary are no more white
than black, and no more black than white. The logical conclusion from these three
propositions is that the points of the boundary do not exist. That is, they do not exist in
such a sense as to have entirely determinate characters attributed to them for such reasons
as have operated to produce the above premises. This leaves us to reflect that it is only as
they are connected together into a continuous surface that the points are colored; taken
singly, they have no color, and are neither black nor white, none of them. Let us then try
putting "neighboring part" for point. Every part of the surface is either black or white. No
part is both black and white. The parts on the boundary are no more white than black,
and no more black than white. The conclusion is that the parts near the boundary are half
black and half white. This, however (owing to the curvature of the boundary), is not
exactly true unless we mean the parts in the immediate neighborhood of the boundary.
These are the parts we have described. They are the parts which must be considered if we
attempt to state the properties at precise points of a surface, these points being
considered, as they must be, in their connection of continuity. One begins to see that the
phrase "immediate neighborhood," which at first blush strikes one as almost a
contradiction in terms, is, after all, a very happy one.60

Peirce’s arguments show that talking of “points” in the boundary of the ink
drop is just an “ideal” postulate. There exist really only colored environments in the
paper, of three specific kinds: black, white, or black-and-white neighbourhoods.
Boundary “points” are characterized as ideal entities which can only be approached by
neighbourhoods of the third kind.

Thus, neighbourhood logic –or “continuous

coloring” logic– embodies elementary forms of thirdness and triadicity61, and discards
immediately the law of excluded middle. It should not come as a surprise, then, that
Peirce, in attempts to construct triadic connectives62, would become the first modern
logician to construct truth-tables with intermediate truth-values.
In Peirce’s continuum the neighbourhoods are possibilia environments63, where
a supermultitude of potential “points” accumulate. In many approaches to Peirce’s
continuum, those possibilia have been described as infinitesimal monads: around an
actual mark on the continuous line stands a supermultitudinous myriad of
infinitesimals64. It will be of prime concern to construct a “local surgery” in the
geometry of those possibility realms65, which should involve similar techniques to
Whitney’s surgery techniques in differential topology, and with which germs of
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possibility could be glued66 and deployed simultaneously. That possibilia surgery –
still fully to be developed, but implicit in Peirce’s approach (for example, pretty clear
in the erasure and deiteration processes in the existential graphs)– should be able to
naturally interweave with Thom’s cobordism techniques (a “generic cobordism”
should be part of a generic third67) and with Thom’s call on an “archetypical”
continuum –a “topos” qualitatively homogeneous– similar in many ways to Peirce’s
continuum.
We think that Peirce’s continuum hooks up perfectly with Leibniz’ “maximal
principle”, according to which the world articulates along the simplest hypothesis and
the richest phenomena. Peirce’s continuum covers, in fact, a huge phenomenical
range, while it articulates only three simple concepts –genericity, reflexivity,
modality– from which follows a wide spectrum of global and local characteristics.
In the next chapter, after a contrast (induction) of several alternative models for
the continuum proposed in XXth century mathematics, we proceed to decant some of
the “simple” mathematical hypothesis (abduction) which underlie those models, and
whose eventual formal unification (deduction) could help to construct new approaches
to Peirce’s continuum.
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Chapter II.
Some XXth Century Mathematical Perspectives

Continuing an investigation of Peirce’s continuum, we show how, following
several independent paths, XXth century mathematical logic has rediscovered (and
amplified, to a better understanding) many aspects related to the genericity,
reflexivity and modality of Peirce’s continuum. From Peirce’s wide legacy of ideas
around the continuum, two trends have caught particular attention: his vindication of
infinitesimals and his relations reduction thesis. Since thorough works on these
subjects have appeared68, we will not discuss them further here, and we will
concentrate in other areas related to Peirce’s continuum less well deserved. In
particular, we claim that an understanding of modern methods in topological model
theory and in category theory are extremely useful to disentangle the riddle of
Peirce’s continuum.
II.1. The primordial continuum
In the same years in which Peirce and Cantor wrote on the continuum,
Giuseppe Veronese presented an alternative vision of the continuum, close to
Peirce’s in many respects. Veronese considers a “whole intuitive continuum” on
which webs of points are just reference systems, and cannot fully capture the
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underlying continuous “fundamental form” –a feature shared by the reflexivity (and
thus the inextensibility) of Peirce’s continuum–:
The rectilinear intuitive continuum does not depend on the system of points which we
may think on it. Never a system of points can give, in an absolute sense, the whole
intuitive continuum, since a point has no parts. [...] We shall see in our geometrical
considerations that a system of points can represent the continuum sufficiently, and can
do nothing more. The rectilinear continuum is not composed of points, but of sections
(tratti), each of which joins two distinct points and is itself continuous. [...]
Introduction: A fundamental form is a one-dimensional system which is homogeneous,
i.e. identical in the position of its parts. [...] Hypothesis VII (homogeneity of the
fundamental form). Every segment, where the ends vary in opposite directions and
which become unlimitedly small, contains an element outside the domains of variability
of its ends.69

The coincidence with Peirce, both in concepts and language, is deep.
Veronese, a first rate italian mathematician, would then provide an extensive
technical development of his “fundamental form”, a task that Peirce’s more limited
skills in modern mathematical analysis could not undertake. The homogeneity of the
fundamental form –extending the domain of variation of the continuum and
guaranteeing enough infinitesimals (“elements outside” boundaries of sections
“unlimitedly small”)– corresponds, in Veronese, to the homogeneity of the possibilia
realm in Peirce’s continuum, insuring supermultitudinous “monads” around each
point, or actual break, on the continuum.

Veronese’s continuum –intuitive,

prelogical, pretopological– starts from a non set-theoretic notion of emptiness, a
weaving and amalgamating synthetic notion which can be viewed as a smooth fluid,
both finite and unlimited, in which parts melt naturally with the whole70. Veronese’s
continuum, as well as Peirce’s, is non archimedean, since the archimedean property
of the cantorian continuum71 is just a way to force the continuum to be captured by
standard natural number scales. Beyond Cantor’s model, beyond analytic number
representability, over a generic synthetic ground –“smooth” or “plastic”–, lie
Veronese’s and Peirce’s continua.
In the first stage of Brouwer’s thought (1907-10), the continuum appears as a
primordial synthetic intuition.

Brouwer draws images akin to Peirce’s and

Veronese’s:
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The continuum as a whole is intuitively given; a construction of the continuum, an act
which would create by means of the mathematical intuition “all its points” is
inconceivable and impossible.72

Brouwer starts from a wholly generic continuum, on which acts and reacts the
“primordial intuition” of mathematics, the “auto-conscious” possibility of human
mind, able both to mark the continuum and to observe the mark, producing thus the
brouwerian “two-oneness” which allows to develop intuitionistic number theory
(integers, constructible reals):
...the intuition of two-oneness, the primordial intuition of mathematics which
immediately creates not only the numbers one and two but all finite ordinal numbers...73
In the Primordial Intuition of two-oneness the intuitions of continuous and discrete
meet: “first” and “second” are held together, and in this holding-together consists the
intuition of the continuous (continere = hold together).74
In the temporal two-ity emerging from time-awareness one of the elements can again
and in the same way fall apart, leading to temporal “three-ity”, or three-element time
sequence is born. Proceeding this process, a self-unfolding of the primordial happening
of the intellect, creates the temporal sequence of arbitrary multiplicity.75

In Brouwer’s second period (1917-30), the Dutch mathematician articulates
again from scratch his vision of the continuum, generating it constructively with his
choice sequences; then, the intuitionistic continuum develops dynamically and
becomes a variable set. A reflexive constructive process seems to happen here,
similar to the ones we signaled in Peirce and Veronese: from a global intuition of the
continuum one goes over to local constructions, which try to reflect the original view
–“one”, “primordial”, “fundamental”76–.
In the intuitionistic continuum several existential proof arguments (valid in
Cantor’s model) do not hold, and the law of excluded middle fails (as in Peirce’s
continuum). Also, Brouwer’s and Peirce’s continua are both “supermultitudinous”,
in the sense that both possess the highest consistent cardinality for a mathematical
concept inside their respective theoretical contexts. Indeed, according to Peirce, the
size of the continuum is the limit of denumerable iterations of the exponential
(maximum size in Peirce’s system, since he didn’t allow the use of arbitrarily high
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ordinals), and, according to Brouwer, the size of the continuum is the biggest
between only four recognizable constructive sizes (finite, denumerable, nondenumerable, primordial continuity). Of course, these versions of the continuum
cannot be implemented in classical set-theory, where arbitrary ordinals do exist and
where Cantor’s theorem holds (℘(X) > X).
The generic intuition of the continuum will not be lost throughout the XXth
century and will be retrieved with force by the Field medallist, René Thom:
Here I would like to face a myth deeply anchored in contemporary mathematics, namely
that the continuum is engendered (or defined) as arithmetic unfolds through the
sequence of natural numbers. [...] I estimate, on the contrary, that the archetypical
continuum is a space which possesses a perfect qualitative homogeneity; I would like to
say that two “points” are always equivalent by means of a continuous sliding
(eventually local) of the space on itself; unfortunately the very notion of a “point”
already presupposes a break of spatial homogeneity. [...] The notion of place
(Aristotle’s τοπóζ) could perhaps help to access a rigorous definition, since places can
serve as an open basis for a topology. A decreasing sequence of nested intervals could
converge to that minimal element: a point. Our archetypical continuum possesses no
structure by himself (metrical or simply differential): the only demanded property is its
qualitative homogeneity.77

Many deep similarities draw near Thom’s postulates and Peirce’s indications
on the continuum: Thom’s “perfect qualitative homogeneity” corresponds to Peirce’s
perfect generality, Thom’s critic on the “myth” of the arithmetization of the
continuum recalls Peirce’s assertion that number cannot possibly capture continuity,
Thom’s understanding of points as homogeneity breaks matches Peirce’s vision of
points as continuity breaks, Thom’s attempt to restore the notion of “place” as a basis
for a rigorous definition of the continuum corresponds to Peirce’s intent to construct
a neighbourhood logic connatural with the generic sliding of the fluid in a drop of
ink, Thom’s fundamental insistence that the “archetypical continuum” must really be
an archetype without additional structure corresponds to Peirce’s basic insight that
the continuum must be a purely relational General (“free” in the sense of
mathematical category theory, as we shall soon see).
Thom explains the passage from the continuum to the discrete by means of
“cuts” (breaks, discontinuities), local marks which could serve as actuality spots for
the brouwerian two-oneness:
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We can say nothing of that perfect continuum but it is an unutterable mystique: it carries
no mark, no point, does not admit any orientation, nothing can there be identified. How,
then, happens in this medium the first intrusion of the discrete? [...] The intrusion of the
discrete in the continuum manifests itself by the cut. [...] On the line, the point appears
as a cut: it helps to hinder the left half-line (Dg) from the right half-line (Dd). [...] Here
intervenes a vision proper to Aristotle. As a point O is marked on the line (D), the line
divides in two potential (δυναµει) half-lines; but to get separation in act (εντελεχεια),
one needs that the point O unfold in two points, Og left adherent to Dg, Od right
adherent to Dd, and only then the two half-lines closed in O reach the existence in act as
two separate entities. The points Og, Od, although different (boundaries of different
entities) are nevertheless together (αµα), and we have passed, in O, from a continuity
situation to a contiguity situation; thus the celebrated formula: entelechy severs.78

Cut intrusions in the continuum, and its boundaries unfolding, allow thus a
natural flow from continuity to contiguity, a process that Peirce had already signaled
as basic in the progressive determination of the general.

A general theory of

boundaries should be of great profit, then, in order to obtain a better understanding of
Peirce’s continuum. Thom’s general theory of cobordism is in fact such a theory, but
its range of application is yet restricted to differential geometry. A natural path to
follow –hard but important– would consist to “free” axiomatically cobordism theory
from its differential structure and to abstract it towards the general. Even if such a
path seems still remote, we believe one of the natural apparatus to clear the route is
now in place: the very powerful abstract categories of relations (“allegories”) of
Peter Freyd.
Freyd’s allegories79 provide precisely a general methodology which allow to
pass from a structured class to its “free” skeleton.

Following an ubiquitous

procedure in categorical logic, Freyd shows that, departing from pure type theories
with certain structural properties (regularity, coherence, first order, higher order), one
can construct in a uniform way –through an architectonic hierarchy completely
controlled– free categories which reflect the given structural properties (regular
categories, pre-logoi, logoi, topoi).80

Lean, free categories are then able to be

reflected in any other category with similar properties: Freyd achieves thus the
amazing discovery of initial archetypes in mathematical theorization.
It is not therefore too risky to conjecture success for what we would like to
call the allegorical program for the continuum: to construct a hierarchy of partial,
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converging, models for Peirce’s and Thom’s archetypical continuum, starting from
appropriate differential structures and “freeing” them towards genericity, through
Freyd’s allegorical representation machinery. It should also be noticed that the
natural context of allegories can provide several other benefits in an assessment of
Peirce’s continuum. For example, on one side, Peirce’s generic triadic relation,
which he signals as an eventual key to the continuum, fits perfectly in the axiomatic
framework of allegories, where the connecting modes of abstract relations are
studied in full generality. On another side, Peirce’s antithesis between generality and
vagueness, found by Lawvere to be a full categorical adjunction between the
universal and existential quantifiers (∀ -- ∃), gets an immense algebraic richness
through the allegorical machinery. On yet another perspective, a wide range of
partial modalities hidden in Freyd’s calculi could be used to model Peirce’s flow of
modalities over the continuum.
II.2. The large set-theoretic continuum
Always independently of Peirce’s original ideas on the continuum, mostly
unknown to the scientific community, other generic aspects of Peirce’s continuum
have been modeled through other mathematical constructions of XXth century
mathematics.

In particular, the generic size of Peirce’s continuum, its

“supermultitudeness”, its multitude (cardinal) larger than all other multitudes, has
revived in the super-infinity of some collections in alternative set theories: the superinfinity of the class of Conway’s “surreal” numbers in NBG (cantorian) set theory,
and the super-infinity of the set of natural numbers in Vopenka’s (non-cantorian)
AST.
The class No of Conway’s surreals81 can be axiomatized (Ehrlich), in NBG
set theory82, by means of axioms for non archimedean ordered fields together with an
axiom of absolutely homogeneous universality:
A model A for a theory T in a language L will be said absolutely homogeneous universal
[B. Jónsson, 1960] if and only if it is absolutely universal with respect to T (i.e., every
model of T in L can be embedded in A) and it is absolutely homogeneous with respect to
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T (i.e., given any two substructures of A that are models of T in L, whose universe are
sets, and an isomorphism between them, the isomorphism can be extended to an
automorphism of A.83

Besides the very interesting fact that No can be axiomatized through generic
properties of homogeneity and universality –following closely the (independent)
general guidelines of Peirce’s continuum– it is fundamental for us another theorem
which guarantees the supermultitudeness of No, since No contains the class On of all
ordinals84 in NBG.

Thus, Conway’s No finely models several aspects of the

genericity of Peirce’s continuum, even if it lies far away from reflecting its other
reflexive and modal properties. In fact –as well as with all other contemporary
mathematical constructions we are aware of– just some partial properties of Peirce’s
continuum seem able to be reflected in a given mathematical model (confirming thus,
inductively, what the pragmatic maxim would anyway foresee).
In sharp contrast to NBG, Vopenka’s AST85 can be truly considered an
alternative set theory. Vopenka distinguishes, as in NBG, classes and sets, but he
introduces above all a really strong asymmetrization, which breaks the usual set
theoretic equivalence between intensionality and extensionality. In AST, Zermelo’s
separation axiom can fail: not every subclass of a (AST-)set has to be a (AST-)set.
The asymmetrization signals, on one hand, that not every intensional property has to
yield an extensional set, and, on the other hand, that very little of the indefinite and
infinite range of intensional possibilia can be effectively actualized –a conception
Vopenka founds in Bolzano86 and, as we saw before, Peirce independently took up
again–.

As a consequence of the radically new axiomatic contextualization of

Vopenka, ℘(X) no longer can be actualized when X is infinite (even if, for finite sets,
ZF and AST do agree). The theory possesses, then, just two infinite cardinalities: the
one of the class of usual natural numbers (N), and the one of the class An of “finite”
natural numbers (defined as those for which every subclass is in fact a set). In this
theory, far away from what happens in ZF, N plays part of the role of the continuum,
being a super-infinite class.
From another set-theoretic perspective, even if inside ZF no global
supermultitudinous or reflexive models can be found, in the two better known ZF
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extension scales –the great cardinals scale and the forcing axioms scale– diverse
local properties can be found, which reflect one scale into the other and which may
correspond to fragments of genericity and reflexivity in Peirce’s sense. Going farther
than bounded genericity in forcing87 –which builds up over particular classes of
orderings (ccc, proper, etc.) in order to insure nice extension properties of the
associated models (cardinal preservations, iterations, etc.)– and abstracting away
from those local orderings, it would be extremely important to axiomatize a generic
notion of genericity. In such an endeavour a welcome union of set-theoretic and
category-theoretic tools would have to take place, and Peirce’s continuum could turn
to be approached as a maximal generic extension of Cantor’s “first embryo” of
continuity.
The reflexivity of Peirce’s continuum, and, therefore, its inextensibility, are
constitutive characteristics that do not seem possible to be modeled naturally inside
ZF (where points do build up sets).

Linked with this obstruction lies the

intensionality of Peirce’s continuum (similar to the “primitive” intensional versions
of Veronese’s, Brouwer’s or Thom’s continua), to which are superposed afterwards
extensional local fragments (“number scales”) in order to gain relative control. Thus,
it may be relevant –as Vopenka advocates going back to Bolzano’s intensional
domains– to try to develop versions of the continuum in axiomatic settings where
Frege’s abstraction principle becomes asymmetrically weakened88.

From the

perspective of required axioms to capture an intensional, inextensible and generic
continuum such as Peirce’s, Zermelo’s local separation axiom may be still too
stringent. A further local asymmetrization of the principle (favoring the rise of
intensional concepts, as in existential graphs) could be in order.

In Peirce’s

cosmological continuum, the realm of possibilia and the intensionality of real
potentials reign over the actual extensionality of existence; similarly, in his logical
continuum (continuously with the cosmological continuum!), a clear primacy of the
intensional should be reflected in local axiomatic settings.
Pre-eminence of intensionality would convey an important support to the
inextensibility of Peirce’s continuum. Indeed, an asymmetrization of Zermelo’s
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separation axiom immediately gets rid of the a priori existence of points: since only
some formulas produce associated classes, the singletons {a} not always need to
exist (they are associated to formulas x=a, which could turn to be not available in the
theory if the parameter a is not constructible). Also, perhaps with some sort of local
paraconsistent logic, some manipulations of contradictory intensional domains could
be developed –in the potential realm– without yet facing the associated contradictory
extensional classes –in the actual realm– which would trivialize the system, thus
confering a greater flexibility to a generic approach (“free” of actual bonds) to the
continuum. It should also be noticed that brilliant mathematicians, such as Jean
Bénabou89 and Edward Nelson90 (as well as Thom) consider that the intensionextension symmetry, creed of contemporary mathematics, must be broken.
II.3. The category-theoretic continuum
Constructed as a generic environment for the transversal study of information
transfers between mathematical structures –a weaved environment where diverse
synthetic “universal properties” are contrasted, an intensional environment where
extensional objects are not a priori needed–, the mathematical theory of categories is
the environment of contemporary mathematics which better can be fused with
Peirce’s thought, and where perhaps the greater number of tools and models can be
found to faithfully approach both Peirce’s general architectonics and Peirce’s
particular ideas.91 The continuum –vessel and bridge between the general and the
particular– is therefore specially well suited to be understood categorically. The
paradigm of the mathematical theory of categories92 –“arrows, no elements”;
synthesis, no analysis; relational, contextual, external knowledge, no monolithic,
isolated, internal knowledge– reflects nicely Peirce’s pragmatic maxim.93

In

category theory the pragmatic dimension becomes evident through diverse functorial
readings (“interpretations”) between “concrete categories”.

As invariants of a

generic functorial back-and-forth emerge –solidly: theorematically– “real” universal
notions, definable in any “abstract category”, beyond its eventual existence (or non-
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existence) in given particular categories. Category theory provides thus the more
sophisticated technical arsenal, available in the present state of our culture, which
can be used to prove that there do exist real universals, vindicating forcefully the
validity of Peirce’s scholastic realism.
One of the fundamental visions that category theory supplies is compactly
codified in Yoneda’s lemma, a mathematical result of utmost simplicity but which
explains in a deep way the generic presence of the continuum in any consideration of
reality.

Yoneda’s lemma shows that any “small” category can be faithfully

embedded in a category of “presheaves” (functors to sets), where “ideal” (or “non
standard”) objects crop up to complete the universe, turning it continuous:

category C

A

•
•
“ideal”
objects

hA

category
of presheaves
over C

“copy” of C
discrete context

continuous context
Figure 9.
Yoneda’s lemma: generic presence of the continuum

Diverse forms of continuity are hidden behind Yoneda’s lemma.
“Representable” functors hA symbolize (in Peirce’s sense) all interrelations of A with
its context and preserve limits: they are “continuous”. The presheaf category where
the initial category is embedded is a “complete” category, in the sense that it
possesses all categorical limits: it is therefore a natural continuous environment.
Even deeper, Yoneda’s lemma is the natural tool to describe the “classifier objects”
(semantic codifiers) in presheaf categories: the truth notions turn out then to be –in
an natural way– pragmatic notions, weaved with the continuum where they lie. The
emergence of “ideal” objects as the “real” is tried to be captured –explicit and
unavoidable in Yoneda’s lemma, penetrating and permanent in any form of
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mathematical creativity– agrees with the peculiar mixture of realism and idealism
present in Peirce’s philosophy. The continuous bottom emerging in Yoneda’s lemma
is yet another indication that Peirce’s global synechism can count on amazing local
reflections to support its likeliness.
Some presheaf categories serve in turn as appropriate places for the
construction of internal models of the continuum, where some aspects of the
genericity and inextensibility of Peirce’s continuum become actualized. One of
those environments where a “synthetic geometry of the continuum” can be produced
is the presheaf category C = Set

L op

where L is the category of formal C∞ varieties

(Lawvere, Reyes, Moerdijk)94. A “copy” in C (through Yoneda) of the cantorian real
line, called the “smooth line”, acquires very nice properties –by virtue of its new
relationships with the enhanced presheaf environment– which accommodate some
requirements of Peirce’s continuum: the smooth line is non archimedean, possesses
infinitesimals, can not be determined by points, contains a generic (non standard)
copy of the naturals. In another truly surprising technical way, but perfectly in tune
with peircean semiotics, this shows how a “copy” (more precisely: an interpretant) of
an incomplete concept, in a given context, can complete itself naturally in another,
richer, context.
II.4. The sheaf continuum
On another hand, other internal models in sheaf categories95 can detach
(prescind, make a “prescision” in Peirce’s terms) certain properties fused together in
the cantorian real line (R), showing again that R contains too much spare structure
and that it is not generic enough (recall Thom’s advocation that the archetypical
continuum should possess “no structure” beyond its “qualitative homogeneity”).
Indeed, in any sheaf category Sh(O(T)) over a topological space (T,O(T)), one can
construct (Troelstra, van Dalen) diverse copies of the cantorian real line96. In the
specific case of the category Sh(O(R)), the copies are different according the
construction is done through Dedekind cuts (Rd) or through Cauchy sequences (Rc),
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yielding closure properties neatly detached from an intuitionistic perspective (Rc is
real-closed, Rd is not). Even if, again, current intuitionistic sheaf models do not seem
more than “first embryos” of continuity, the logic of sheaves underlying those
models –which technically provides a finer handling of genericity and
neighbourhood logic– should be of great help in an appropriate global axiomatization
of Peirce’s continuum.
Sheaf logic, proposed in a very ductile and fruitful form by Xavier Caicedo97,
includes a wide range of intermediate logics between intuitionistic logic and classical
logic. Given a topological space, Caicedo defines a natural local forcing on open
sets, and he uses it (with all rigour of modern mathematical logic and, once again,
independently of Peirce) to carefully emphasize Peirce’s fundamental idea that truth
is generically local and not just punctual98: something is valid in a point if and only if
it is valid in a neighbourhood around the point. Sheaf logic coheres accurately a lot
of Peirce’s detached ideas (“detached ideas on vitally important topics”). Caicedo’s
results handle well the problematics around genericity and neighbourhood logic
(recall the “double sigma” which codes Peirce’s continuum – first chapter) and open
fascinating new perspectives. The construction of a theory of generic models allows
to obtain –in a uniform way, as simple corollarial structures in appropriate sheaves–
the fundamental theorems of classical model theory (completeness, compactness,
types omission, Los’ theorem for ultraproducts, set theoretic forcings), while the
study of interconnections between usual punctual semantics (à la Tarski) and local
sheaf semantics allows to reconstruct classical truth, in the sheaf fibers, as natural
limit of intuitionistic truth, characteristic of its global sections.99
Caicedo’s contributions show that –as newtonian mechanics can be seen as a
limit in Einstein’s relativity, or euclidean space can be seen as a limit in Riemann’s
geometry– classical logic deserves to be understood as a limit in sheaf logic. The
awareness of this bordering situation can be interpreted in two complementary ways
“vitally important”. On one hand, it explains (in a precise conceptual and technical
way, not just dogmatic) the pre-eminence of classical logic in the development of
XXth century mathematics100, since classical logic turns out to be the natural logic
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which better fits the “cantorian program” –construction of mathematics as punctual
sum of ideal actualizations, in an static and Platonic context–. On the other hand, it
opens huge perspectives on the continuum of intermediate layers between
intuitionistic and classical logic, and locates sheaf logic as the natural logic which
better seems to suit what we would like to call a peircean program for mathematics –
construction of mathematics as relative web of real possibilities, in an evolving and
Aristotelean context–.
Other findings of Caicedo101 –on global continuous operations which codify
structural properties of extensions of first order classical logic– yield an illuminating
perspective on Peirce’s fundamental weaving between generality, continuity and
relative logic. Applying topological methods in model theory, Caicedo shows that
general axioms in abstract logics coincide precisely with continuity requirements on
algebraic operations between model spaces, and he establishes an extensive list of
correspondences between topological and logical properties, many of them based in
the discovery that uniform continuity of natural operations between structures hide
strong logical contents. Caicedo’s theorems can be interpreted in various ways to
elucidate Peirce’s “cryptic” motto: • continuity = genericity via relative logic • On
one side, following a straight global reading of Caicedo’s results, we can see that the
“general” (axioms of abstract model theory), filtered through the web of relative
logic (first order classical logic), yields a natural continuum (uniform topological
space by way of “local” elementary equivalence102; uniform continuity of logical
operations in that web: projections, expansions, restrictions, products, quotients,
exponentials103). On another side, for example, following a more detailed reading,
the fact that closure under relativizations in an abstract logic is equivalent to
comparing adequate uniform topologies in model spaces104, thus demarcating and
detaching many logical transfers, shows that the “relative” and the “continuous” can
coincide in a level of utmost abstraction, “free” and “general”.
As we have seen, multiple advances in XXth century mathematics –alternative
set theories, category theory, sheaf logic, topological logic– help to determine more
accurately Peirce’s ideas on the continuum, with regard to global genericity and
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reflexivity and their local counterparts (generic relations, vagueness, neighbourhood
logic). In spite of those achievements, lesser can be found to model in a correct way
Peirce’s continuum as a “replenished” modal realm, where all universe of possibilia
could fit. A path to be explored is Jan Krajicek’s modal set theory (MST)105, where
one can work with an irrestrictive abstraction principle, but where certain
constructions have to be modalized in order to avoid the inconsistency of the
theory106. In the MST context, a natural problem would be to define (with perhaps
additional axioms) a supermultitudinous continuum and to show its relative
consistency; such a definition seems plausible since the abstraction principle can be
dealt in all its global potentiality, beyond actual multitudes. Krajicek’s theory is
constructed over a classical basis: first order classical logic plus modal calculus T.
Nevertheless, as we have signaled, intuitionistic logic –more akin to variable sets and
topologies, closer to a full treatment of the continuum– could be the basis of a similar
system, constructed in a more specific way to apprehend Peirce’s continuum. In this
sense, another natural problem could be to propose an intuitionistic modal set theory
(beginning with a variation MSTI) and to explore definitions and connections, in the
new theory, of the intermediate concepts which approach softly the continuum
(particularly, sheaves and logico-topological methods).
Besides Krajicek’s MST, another path would have to be followed if we are
looking for modern tools to understand (and develop) Peirce’s modal continuum:
Gonzalo Reyes’ very interesting work on bi-Heyting algebras (Heyting algebras107
with a “difference” co-dual to Heyting’s implication). In these algebras, several
pioneering Lawvere’s insights on abstract boundary operators can be nicely
formalized, and it can be shown that many modal operators turn out to be limits of
natural iterations of the difference and the negation operators available in the bialgebra108. The classifier object in any presheaf topos possesses a bi-Heyting algebra
structure and, thus, any presheaf topos counts with an infinite hierarchy of
intermediate modalities. In this way, the presence of continuous modalities turns out
to be much more ubiquitous than expected, pointing again to the immense richness
lying in a multifarious category-theoretic approach to Peirce’s continuum.
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Beyond the diverse partial tools yielded by contemporary mathematics to
approach Peirce’s continuum, remains the deep problem of unifying those partial
models in a coherent global context, in case such an unification is possible. It is not
clear, indeed, if there exist intrinsic limits to a global understanding of the
continuum, and –even if we renounce to find a “monster” model which encompasses
at the same time genericity, reflexivity and modality– if it is possible to find a “free”
pragmatic theory which gradually could weave the continuum. As an objective for
coming work –abduction to be contrasted inductively by future deductions– we
conjecture that such an “skeleton” theory should in fact be possible to be constructed,
in terms of mathematical category theory –following the “allegorical program for the
continuum”– and that the indeterminate universality of the continuum should be able
to incarnate progressively in concrete categories, laying local differential marks that
should nevertheless be able to be reintegrated functorially –completing the “peircean
program for the continuum”–.
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Chapter III.
Architectonics of Pragmaticism.

Peirce’s pragmatic architectonics can be seen as a sophisticated system, with
multiple information channels and nested control layers, constructed to understand
the world simultaneously in its more abstract generality and its more concrete
specificity.

The architecture of the system, with its pervasive reflections and

overlapping frames, recalls the gothic cathedral evoked by À la Recherche du Temps
Perdu, but transcends even the work of man, trying to capture a general architectural
design in the natural world, a reality independent of communities of inquirers.
Peirce’s architectonics provides a wide arsenal of crossing instruments to understand
in part a complex reality, where –in a frontier crossed over by constantly iterated and
deiterated information– merge the richness of external cosmos and the multiplicity of
semiotic systems interior to cultural communities. It is not therefore surprising that
Peirce’s architectonics supposes a continuum, which weaves cosmos and humanity,
which systematically studies the crossing and bordering processes characteristic of
any semeiosis, and which supports the possibility of contrasting the back-and-forth
breedings of the edifice.
In the first part of this chapter we stress five basic structural spans (pragmatic
maxim, general categories, universal semeiotics, determination-indetermination

duality, triadic classification of sciences) which support Peirce’s architectonics. We
have emphasized a diagrammatic presentation of some of those arches, paying
particular attention to a fully modalized diagram of the pragmatic maxim, which will
be central to our latter concerns around a “local proof of pragmaticism”. Then, in the
second part of the chapter, we show how explicit continuity assumptions are strongly
related to the steadiness of those spans.

III.1. Five Arches of Peirce’s Architectonics
The pragmatic (then pragmaticist) maxim appears formulated several times
throughout Peirce’s intellectual development. The better known statement is from
1878, but more precise expressions appear (among others) in 1903 and 1905:
Consider what effects which might conceivably have practical bearings we conceive
the object of our conception to have. Then, our conception of these effects is the
whole of our conception of the object.109
Pragmatism is the principle that every theoretical judgement expressible in a sentence
in the indicative mood is a confused form of thought whose only meaning, if it has
any, lies in its tendency to enforce a corresponding practical maxim expressible as a
conditional sentence having its apodosis in the imperative mood.110
The entire intellectual purport of any symbol consists in the total of all general modes
of rational conduct which, conditionally upon all the possible different circumstances,
would ensue upon the acceptance of the symbol.111

The pragmaticist maxim signals that knowledge, seen as a semiotic-logical
process, is pre-eminently contextual (versus absolute), relational (versus substantial),
modal (versus determined), synthetic (versus analytic). The maxim serves as a
sophisticated sheaf of filters to decant reality. According to Peirce’s thought, we can
only know through signs, and, according to the maxim, we can only know those
signs through diverse correlations of its conceivable effects in interpretation contexts.
The pragmatic maxim “filters” the world by means of three complex webs which can
“differentiate” the one into the many, and, conversely, can “integrate” the many into
the one: a representational web, a relational web, a modal web. Even if the XXth
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century has clearly retrieved the importance of representations and has emphasized
(since cubism, for example) a privileged role for interpretations, both the relational
and the modal web seem to have been much less understood (or made good use)
through the century.
For Peirce, the understanding of an arbitrary actual sign is obtained
contrasting all necessary reactions between the interpretations (sub-determinations)
of the sign, going over all possible interpretative contexts. The pragmatic dimension
emphasizes the correlation of all possible contexts: even if the maxim detects the
fundamental importance of local interpretations, it also urges the reconstruction of
global approaches, by means of appropriate relational and modal glueings of
localities.

A diagrammatic scheme of the pragmaticist maxim –which follows

closely the 1903 and 1905 enunciations above stated– can be the following:

sign sub-determinations
representation

si
context i

sign (s)
context j
sj

reaction
(NECESSARY)

pragmatic
dimension

__
(ACTUAL)

...

(POSSIBLE) ◊

context k

sk

Figure 10.
Peirce’s pragmaticist maxim

In our next chapter, we will further formalize this diagrammatic scheme, and
provide half-way of a local proof of pragmaticism in the language of gamma
existential graphs.

For the moment, it is interesting to notice that such a
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diagrammatic scheme is in complete accord with a category-theoretic perspective (in
the sense of the mathematical theory of categories): the sign is relatively “free” (left
of the diagram) until it incarnates in “concrete” environments (center of the diagram:
interpretants si,...,sk,...) and is later “functorially” reintegrated through pragmatic
glueings (right of the diagram). The “one” (s) can truly enter a dialectical semiosis
with the “many” (sn). Peirce’s pragmaticist maxim can be seen as a firm “bedrock”
underlying an outstanding logico-semiotic abstract differential and integral worldview.
Phaneroscopy –or the study of the “phaneron”, that is the complete collective
present to the mind– includes the doctrine of Peirce’s cenopythagorean categories,
which study the universal modes (or “tints”) occurring in phenomena. Peirce’s three
categories are vague, general and indeterminate, and can be found simultaneously in
every phenomenon; they are further prescised and detached, following a recursive
separation of interpretative levels, in progressively more and more determined
contexts.

Since they are general categories, their indetermination is mandatory

(allowing them to incarnate “freely” in very diverse contexts), and their description is
necessarily vague:
The first is that whose being is simply in itself, not referring to anything nor lying behind
anything. The second is that which is what it is by force of something to which it is
second. The third is that which is what it is owing to things between which it mediates
and which it brings into relation to each other.112

Peirce’s Firstness detects the immediate, the spontaneous, whatever is
independent of any conception or reference to something else:
The first must be present and immediate, so as not to be second to a representation. It
must be fresh and new, for if old it is second to its former state. It must be initiative,
original, spontaneous, and free; otherwise it is second to a determining cause. It is also
something vivid and conscious; so only it avoids being the object of some sensation. It
precedes all synthesis and all differentiation; it has no unity and no parts. It cannot be
articulately thought: assert it, and it has already lost its characteristic innocence; for
assertion always implies a denial of something else.113

Secondness is the category of facts, mutual oppositions, existence, actuality,
material fight, action and reaction in a given world. Secondness, with its emphasis
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on direct contrasts, balances the intangibility of firstness, closer to ungraspable
intuitions (Joyce’s epiphanies, Proust’s Hudimesnil trees, Leibniz’s monads). The
conflict which characterizes experience is evident in the second category:
The second category, the next simplest feature common to all that comes before the
mind, is the element of struggle. This is present even in such a rudimentary fragment of
experience as a simple feeling. For such a feeling always has a degree of vividness, high
or low; and this vividness is a sense of commotion, an action and reaction, between our
soul and the stimulus. (...) By struggle I must explain that I mean mutual action between
two things regardless of any sort of third or medium, and in particular regardless of any
action.114

Peirce’s Thirdness proposes a mediation beyond clashes, a third place where
the “one” and the “other” enter in dialogue.

It is the category of sense,

representation, synthesis, knowledge:
By the Third, I understand the medium which has its being or peculiarity in connecting
the more absolute first and second. The end is second, the means third. A fork in the
road is third, it supposes three ways. (...) The first and second are hard, absolute, and
discrete, like yes and no; the perfect third is plastic, relative, and continuous. Every
process, and whatever is continuous, involves thirdness. (...) Action is second, but
conduct third. Law as an active force is second, but order and legislation third.
Sympathy, flesh and blood, that by which I feel my neighbor’s feelings, contains
thirdness. Every kind of sign, representative, or deputy, everything which for any
purpose stands instead of something else, whatever is helpful, or mediates between a man
and his wish, is a Third.115

Summing up, Peirce’s vague categories can be tinctured with key-words as
following:
(1) Firstness: immediacy, first impression, freshness, sensation, unary
predicate, monad, chance, possibility.
(2) Secondness: action-reaction, effect, resistance, alterity, binary
relation, dyad, fact, actuality.
(3) Thirdness: mediation, order, law, continuity, knowledge, ternary
relation, triad, generality, necessity.
The three peircean categories interweave recursively and produce a nested
hierarchy of interpretative modulations (modes, tones or tints). The richness of
Peirce’s method lies in the permanent iterative possibility of his categorical analysis,
a possibility which allows, in each new interpretative level, further and further
refinements of previous distinctions obtained in prior levels.

Knowledge –
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understood as a progressive prescision (yielding thus progressive precision)– can
grow defining more and more contexts of interpretation, and emphasizing in them
some cenopythagorean tinctures.
The conceptual and practical back-and-forth between diverse layers is
governed by the pragmatic maxim, which intertwines naturally with Peirce’s
categories. The maxim affirms that we can only attain knowledge after conceiving a
wide range of representability possibilities for signs (firstness), after perusing activereactive contrasts between sub-determinations of those signs (secondness), and after
weaving recursive information between the observed semeiosis (thirdness). The
maxim acts as a sheaf with a double support function116 for the categories: a
contrasting function (secondness) to obtain local distinctive hierarchies, a mediating
function (thirdness) to unify globally the different perspectives.

As we will

emphasize later, an appropriate support for the good running of such a sheaf
mechanism lies in a continuity hypothesis, according to which the permanent backand-forth of signs and of their conceivable effects permeates all boundaries and
crosses all cultural and natural environments.
Peirce’s sign is a vague117, general and undetermined triad, which gets bounded
and sub-determined in progressive contexts. The most general form of a sign can be
seen as a variant of a generic substitution principle: a sign is “something which
substitutes something for something”118. Diagrammatically:

-----------------

substitutes

---------------

for

-------------

1
2
3

Figure 11.
Peirce’s general sign

In a similar form, a “free” decomposition of “being” as a general sign can be
represented in the following diagram, where Peirce’s categories and the first levels of
semiosis and modalization119 become interweaved:
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-------------- is

reacting with

-------------

by means of

-------------

Firstness
Potentiality
Secondness
Actuality
Thirdness
Necessity
Figure 12.
“General sign” of Peirce’s three categories

In Peirce’s analysis, signs are always triadic. If, in some cases, a sign can be
seen as dyadic, it is because triadicity has degenerated120 in a combination of
seconds. A first level of triadicity is found in the very definition of sign as a ternary
generic relation S(-, -, -): –1– substitutes –2– for –3–. Term “2” is the “object” of the
sign; term “1”, which substitutes the object, is its “representamen”; term “3” is the
medium, the interpretation context, the “quasi-mind” where the substitution is
carried; inside that quasi-mind, the representamen acquires a new form: the
“interpretant”. A second level of triadicity –sub-qualifying the three ways in which
object and representamen can correlate– produces Peirce’s well-known initial
classification of signs: icon (1), index (2) and symbol (3). An icon substitutes a
given object: it signals a syntactic mark. An index is an icon which, furthermore,
detects some changes of the object: it signals a semantic variation. A symbol is an
index which, furthermore, weaves variations along an interpretation context: it
signals a pragmatic integration. All sort of other sub-determinations are possible and
the taxonomy can be refined recursively; Peirce came to distinguish at least 66
specific classes of signs.
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interpretant (3)
sign
(1) representamen

object (2)

Figure 13.
Peirce’s triadic sign

Logic, or universal semiotics, studies arbitrary transformations of signs and
becomes a general theory of representations. Logic can then be seen as a sort of
geographical science, which studies characters common to classes of “cognitive
places”, emphasizing semantic, topographic aspects (map designs including relative
heights of each fixed cognitive place), as well as pragmatic, projective aspects
(projection designs allowing comparisons of variable cognitive places).

The

construction of cognitive places profits from a multitude of representation processes,
thanks to which mixed sensorial and formal data are recorded. With a complex
machinery of logical filters and lens, the choice of interpretation contexts and the
data insertion are controlled and its due relevance assured.
Adopting the pragmatic maxim, logic –understood as a projective and
topographical science of cognitive places– includes an arsenal of tools to symbolize,
contrast, follow and transfer information (some of these tools were reckoned in our
previous chapter). Between different representations one can distinguish implicit
relations (still not detected, potential) or explicit relations (already detected, actual).
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An important objective in logic is to turn explicit the implicit, or, otherwise said, to
actualize coherently the field of possible relations between representations. The
interpretation practice is open-sided and extends to infinity, while new connections
between representations are been captured. Connaturally with that unfolding and
continuous semeiosis, logic has to deal with general and global tools, which cannot
be reduced to purely existential or local considerations.
One of the strengths and major appeals of Peirce’s semeiotics is to let free the
notion of “quasi-mind”, or interpretation context, where the semeiosis occurs (the
“objects” are also very arbitrary: they can be physical objects, concepts, or any kind
of signs where the semeiosis can again begin). Freeing interpretation environments
from the psychologist shades related to a human “mind”, Peirce’s semeiotics turns
unstoppably to a very wide range of universality. Since a quasi-mind can be either a
protoplasm medium where semeiosis grows in back-and-forth processes of
liquefaction and cohesion121, or a nervous system where semeiosis integrates cells
excitation, fibers transmission and habit taking, or a cultural environment spanned by
linguistic grids, or even the very cosmos where the laws of physics are being
progressively determined, it is clear that Peirce’s “general signs” can cover huge
domains of reality122. In that gigantic range, it is reasonable to abduct –as Peirce did–
a possible evolution of signs towards determination:
1
natural
signs

2

physiological
signs

cultural
signs

3
protoplasm - cosmos

humanity

Figure 15.
“Progressive determination” of signs
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Peirce’s architectonics postulates a “dialectics” between indetermination and
determination, opposing processes of progressive determination –a general evolutive
tendency of signs in the universe– to the constant appearance of elements of
indetermination and chance (“tychism”) that periodically free the signs from their
sedimentary semantic load. This back-and-forth between freeness and particularity,
between generality and experience, between possibility and actuality, can be viewed
in fact as a beginning of a natural adjunction between indetermination and
determination:
F: determination
indeterminate
X

determinate
G: indetermination

A

Given an indeterminate sign X, its “concrete determination” FX is compared
with another determinate sign A in the same structural way as its “free
indetermination” GA can be compared with X:
[ FX , A ] ≈ [ X, GA ] .
Figure 16.
Adjunction between determination and indetermination

The “adjunction” bounds unitarily the dialectic back-and-forth: determine
partially the undetermined – undetermine partially the determined. It is a double
process of saturation and freeness which seems to govern not only many
fundamental constructions in mathematics (from where the term “adjunction” is here
borrowed), but also many basic information transfers in the cosmos. The iterated
back-and-forth FG, FGF, FGFG,... produce in fact the great richness of Peirce’s
semeiotics: the accumulating spiral of undetermined and determined layers supports
the “unlimited semeiosis” that refines without end our world conception. In any
interpretability environment (that is, when interpretants and contexts of interpretation
are conceived), many elements of “pure chance” undetermine what is apparently
achieved, and other “saturation” tendencies determine what is apparently vague. In
Peirce’s words,
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In the beginning was nullity, or absolute indetermination, which, considered as the
possibility of all determination, is being. A monad is a determination per se. Every
determination gives a possibility of further determination. When we come to the dyad,
we have the unit, which is, in itself, entirely without determination, and whose existence
lies in the possibility of an identical opposite, or of being indeterminately over against
itself alone, with a determinate opposition, or over-againstness, besides.123
It is impossible that any sign whether mental or external should be perfectly determinate.
If it were possible such sign must remain absolutely unconnected with any other.124
We are brought, then, to this: conformity to law exists only within a limited range of
events and even there is not perfect, for an element of pure spontaneity or lawless
originality mingles, or at least must be supposed to mingle, with law everywhere.
Moreover, conformity with law is a fact requiring to be explained; and since law in
general cannot be explained by any law in particular, the explanation must consist in
showing how law is developed out of pure chance, irregularity, and indeterminacy.125

Peirce’s basic horizontal adjunction between generality and vagueness (studied
in our first chapter), together with the transversal adjunction between determination
and indetermination, shape together a planar grid where many peircean insights
obtain an orientation. In most of Peirce’s approaches to knowledge or nature, are
combined –over a continuous bottom supporting osmotic passages– contrasting
elements of indetermination, freeness and isolation with processes of determination,
saturation and mediation. The many overlapping grids and layers which thus evolve
in Peirce’s architectonics guarantee the malleability of the edifice.
Peirce’s categories permanently overlap in the phaneron. Phenomena are never
isolated, never wholly situated in some detached categorical realm. Nevertheless,
some readings can emphasize determined categorical layers, and can help to obtain
important relative distinctions (the method shows, right away, that no absolute
characterization is to be expected). Throughout his life, Peirce proposed more than
one hundred of such layered readings in reference to the classification of sciences. In
1903, using his categories, Peirce came up with a lasting classification that Beverley
Kent has designated as “perennial” classification126.
The first recursive branching of the classification shows the places of
mathematics and the continuum. Mathematics (1), ever-growing support of an evergrowing cathedral, emphasizes possibilia: it studies the abstract relational realm
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without any actual or real constraints.

In place 1.1 of the classification, the

mathematical study of the immediately accessible is drawn: the study of finite
collections. In place 1.2, the study of mathematical action-reactions on the finite is
undertaken: colliding with the finite, the infinite collections appear. In place 1.3 a
mediation is realized: the general study of continuity appears. The awesome richness
of mathematics arises from its peculiar position in the panorama of knowledge:
constructing its relational web with pure possibilities, it reaches nevertheless
actuality (and even reality) by means of unsuspected applications, guaranteeing in
each context its necessity. The fluid wandering of mathematics –from the possible to
the actual and necessary– is specific of the discipline.
Philosophy (2) is far from pure possibilia and closer to what is “given”: it
studies common phenomena to the general realms of experience (action-reaction
over “existence” and potential “being”). Phaneroscopy (2.1) deals with universal
phenomena in their firstness, in their immediacy, utilizing mathematical tools
obtained in (1). Normative sciences (2.2) study common experiential phenomena,
but from a secondness viewpoint: action of phenomena on communities, and action
of communities on phenomena. Esthetics (2.2.1) studies impressions and sensations
(firstness) produced by phenomena, consistently with an adequate “general ideal”
(summum bonum); the “general ideal”, that we will describe shortly, depends
strongly on the continuum.

Ethics (2.2.2) studies action-reaction (secondness)

between the summum bonum and communities, giving rise to normative actions by
communities in order to mate properly the “ideal”.

Logic (2.2.3) studies the

mediating structures of reason (thirdness), coherently with the “general ideal”. As
Richard Robin has pointed out127, the pragmatic maxim lies in a very interesting
equilibrium point (2.2.3.3) in the classification, supporting the classificatory sciences
which stand above the maxim and profiting from the particular observations of
special sciences which lie under it.

A more detailed study of this situation is

undertaken in our next chapter, where we contend that a continuous interpretation of
the “perennial” classification (in the language of gamma existential graphs) provides
new clues to the central situation (2.2.3.3) of the pragmatic maxim.
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1. Mathematics

1.1. Finitude
1.2. Infinitude
1.3. CONTINUUM

2.1. Phaneroscopy --- Three Categories
2. Philosophy
2.2. Normative Sciences

2.2.1. Esthetics
2.2.2. Ethics
2.2.3. Logic

2.3. Metaphysics

2.2.3.1. Grammar
2.2.3.2. Critics
2.2.3.3. Methodeutics

2.3.1. Relative Ontology
2.3.2. Physical Metaphysics --- Cosmology
2.3.3. Religious Metaphysics --- Theology

3.1. Physics
3. Special Sciences

3.2. Psychics

Psychology – Sociology - Economics
Linguistics - Ethnology
History - Critics
(...)

3.3. “Systemics” (...)
(...)

Figure 17.
Triadic “perennial” classification of sciences

Peirce showed that the “general ideal”, according to pragmaticist
requirements, could not be fixed, but evolving; that it could not be determined, but
open; that it could not be particular, but general. Peirce’s “general ideal” can then be
described as the “continuous growing of potentiality”. Accordingly, logic –which
studies partial determinations of the “general ideal” in phenomenal thirdness– creates
an evolving arsenal of relational and representational tools, searching specifically an
accurate control on mediation and continuity processes. It is not thus surprising that
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Peirce’s advances in logic further evolved towards the construction of general “logics
of continuity”, such as the beta and gamma existential graphs systems.
One of the more significative forms of Peirce’s triad is its modal
decomposition: possibility as firstness, actuality as secondness, necessity as thirdness
(see note 10). The systematic introduction of possibilia in any consideration can be
seen as one of the great methodological strengths of Peirce’s architectonics, and, in
particular, of its pragmaticist maxim (after the “hard diamond” mea culpa). A full
modalization of the maxim is, at bottom, what distinguishes the richness of Peirce’s
pragmaticism from other brands of pragmatism. Peirce’s continuum –understood as
a synthetical bondage place– is the pure field of possibility: as we have seen, the
usual analytical decomposition (“points”, “atoms”) is supermultitudinously
compacted, the units loose their actual singularity and particularities “blend” in a
general realm. Modalization considerably enlarges Peirce’s system and guarantees
the appropriate multifunctionality of its architectonics.
III.2. The Continuum and Peirce’s Architectonics
In many places of his work128, Peirce insisted that the understanding of the
continuum and the study of continuity formed one of the key problems in philosophy.
For Peirce, continuity is an “indispensable element of reality”129, that allows the
development of evolutionary processes and that can be found in all realms of
experience, from the liquid continuum which allows protoplasmic mutation, to the
cosmic continuum which allows the expansive explosion of the universe, going
through the continuum which underlies human thought and sensibility.

Peirce

baptized synechism a major thread in his philosophy that postulated a real
operativeness of continuity in the natural world:
The word synechism is the English form of the Greek συνεχισµοζ, from συνεχηζ,
continuous. (...) I have proposed to make synechism mean the tendency to regard
everything as continuous. The Greek word means continuity of parts brought about by
surgery. (...) I carry the doctrine so far as to maintain that continuity governs the
whole domain of experience in every element of it130.
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Synechism is closely weaved with the five structural arches (maxim,
categories, logic, adjunction, classification) that support Peirce’s architectonics131. A
continuity principle is used in at least two crucial ways to insure the good running of
Peirce’s pragmatic maxim. First, one of the central ideas of pragmatism –namely,
that every semiotic distinction can be measured in some way, through conceivable
contrastable effects– finds its continuum expression in the statement that synechism
guarantees the measurability of difference:
Synechism denies that there are any immeasurable differences between phenomena.132

In fact, the pragmatic maxim postulates that two general signs (objects or
concepts) are identical if and only if all their action-reactions in all conceivable
interpretation contexts coincide, or, equivalently, that they are different if and only if
some distinction can conceivably be measured between their diverse effects in the
phaneron. Since in Peirce’s continuum all differences can possibly be measured
(using the possibilia monad around each “point”), the assumption of a general
continuum, really operative in nature and close to Peirce’s continuum, provides a
strong backing to the maxim.
Second, only a continuous bottom can guarantee the semiotic overlappings,
the gradual differential changes of tinctures and modalities, and the subsequent
crucial integration processes that the pragmatic maxim requires for its exact
functioning. Only a continuum can anchor differences and analytic breakings, and –
simultaneously– construct integrals and synthetic visions. The peculiar strength of
the pragmatic maxim –its simultaneous differential and integral character– lies thus
on the continuum. Even deeper, only a continuum like Peirce’s generic133 and modal
continuum –“all whatever is possible”134– can distinguish and reintegrate again all
possibilia realms on which is based the full modalization of the maxim.
The three cenopythagorean categories, in one of Peirce’s finest statements,
may be understood as conceptual “tints”, as gradual “tones” in the phenomenal
continuum:
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Perhaps it is not right to call these categories conceptions; they are so intangible that
they are rather tones or tints upon conceptions135.

The tones or tints (“tinctures” in a existential graphs partial modelling) are
modes, degrees, partial veils, that unfold over the continuum (musical, visual,
schematic). Even if each fixation or analysis of those modes, each slip of the veils,
means a discontinuity forced on space in order to partially represent it, the totality of
those modes is fused in an unbreakable connection underlying the phaneron. The
prescision used by Peirce to detach partially the categories136 is no more than a
methodological tool to partially decompose the continuum, a decomposition only
offered to construct again new synthesis:
Without continuity parts of the feeling could not be synthetized; and therefore there
would be no recognizable parts137.

Explicitly, in at least one sentence, Peirce states that the philosophy of
continuity leads to triadic thought:
The philosophy of continuity leads to an objective logic, similar to that of Hegel, and to
triadic categories. But the movement seems not to accord with Hegel's dialectic, and
consequently the form of the scheme of categories is essentially different138.

In fact, Peirce’s “movement” is not just linear: it can be viewed as a much
more intertwined motion, closer to the recursiveness of Peirce’s architectonics. A
relative back-and-forth spiral process between continuity and triadicity takes place,
and diverse evolutive contrasts detach in a correlative way (never a foundational or
absolute one) the meaning of terms and the co-relations of concepts. Peirce’s One,
Two and Three serve as ubiquitous categories for tincturing all thought and nature, as
formal bridges that overlap all continuous universe and humanity.

Indeed, the

human being is seen by Peirce as an iterated reflection of the categories, either in the
physiological basis of its nerve cells (1: “disengaging energy”; 2: “nerve-currents”;
3: “acquiring habits”)139, or in the categories of his conscience (1: “feeling”; 2:
“resistance”; 3: “synthetic consciousness”)140, or in the faculties of his psyche (1:
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“pleasure”; 2: “desire”; 3: “cognition”)141. The continuum of Peirce’s categories,
extended all over the phaneron, inscribes142 itself in the line of medieval
correspondences between micro and macrocosmos –in turn, evolved images of
Pythagorean thought143– and can be seen as a modern form of the “Great Chain of
Being”, a universal scale of all existence, governed by a completeness principle (all
possibility can be actually realized), a gradation principle (all actuality can be
necessarily relativized), and a continuity principle (all necessity can be possibly
glued).144
Logic (or universal semeiotics) is Peirce’s par excellence tool to study
systematically the multiple tones of the continuum. Peirce’s logic, closer in its
beginnings to boolean algebra, grows rapidly beyond its initial dualistic approach,
and sets the way to a full logic of continuity, narrowly tightened with relative logic:
The dual divisions of logic result from a false way of looking at things absolutely.
Thus, besides affirmative and negative, there are really probable enunciations, which
are intermediate. So besides universal and particular there are all sorts of propositions
of numerical quantity. (...) We pass from dual quantity, or a system of quantity such
as that of Boolian algebra, where there are only two values, to plural quantity.145
While reasoning and the science of reasoning strenuously proclaim the subordination
of reasoning to sentiment, the very supreme commandment of sentiment is that man
should generalize, or what the logic of relatives shows to be the same thing, should
become welded into the universal continuum, which is what true reasoning consists
in.146
Continuity is simply what generality becomes in the logic of relatives.147
The continuum is that which the logic of relatives shows the true universal to be.148

Peirce signaled often that generality and continuity stood very close, as full
forms of thirdness. The last two citations predicted that, on one side, generality
could be interweaved to continuity, and, on the other side, that the webbing filter
between them could be seen as the logic of relatives. As we showed in our previous
chapter, these most intriguing and profound insights become in fact fully illuminated
and corroborated by new findings in contemporary mathematical logic, proving again
that the presence of a continuum underlying Peirce’s architectonics is a key vault of
the edifice. Also, far from being a “curiosity”, Peirce’s existential graphs – badly
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understood by peircean scholarship and grossly ignored by historians of logic, but,
nevertheless, one of the most extraordinary blends of logic and continuity yet
constructed– become then a vital arch of the architectonics. As Peirce was well
aware calling his graphs “my chef d’oeuvre” (and as we will show in detail in our
next chapter) most of the characteristic features of Peirce’s architectonics –and, in
particular, the essential place of the continuum– can be fully reflected in the
behaviour of Peirce’s systems of existential graphs.
In any case, it is also patent that, in order to obtain an adequate understanding
of the continuum, several reflections of continuity should be handled, in recursive
and evolving layers of growing complexity (corresponding, in part, to the more
technical reflexivity properties of Peirce’s continuum). In Peirce’s words:
Looking upon the course of logic as a whole we see that it proceeds from the question
to the answer -- from the vague to the definite. And so likewise all the evolution we
know of proceeds from the vague to the definite. The indeterminate future becomes the
irrevocable past. In Spencer's phrase the undifferentiated differentiates itself. The
homogeneous puts on heterogeneity. However it may be in special cases, then, we must
suppose that as a rule the continuum has been derived from a more general continuum,
a continuum of higher generality.149

Peirce’s indetermination-determination adjunction is yet another example
showing how some continuity considerations must be set in a hierarchy of levels and
meta-levels. Over the meta-level of a meta-generic continuum (“continuum of higher
generality”) can schematically be drawn a lower (i.e. locally multi-layered) backand-forth between tychism and synechism which pervades Peirce’s architectonics:
Permit me further to say that I object to having my metaphysical system as a whole
called Tychism. For although tychism does enter into it, it only enters as subsidiary to
that which is really, as I regard it, the characteristic of my doctrine, namely, that I chiefly
insist upon continuity, or Thirdness, and, in order to secure to thirdness its really
commanding function, I find it indispensable fully [to] recognize that it is a third, and
that Firstness, or chance, and Secondness, or Brute reaction, are other elements, without
the independence of which Thirdness would not have anything upon which to operate.
Accordingly, I like to call my theory Synechism, because it rests on the study of
continuity. I would not object to Tritism.150
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“Tritism”
meta-generic continuum
synechism1

tychism

synechism2

Figure 18.
Tychism-synechism adjunction drawn over a generic continuum

The introduction of elements of “pure chance” –the characteristic
indetermination of tychism– is seen thus as a contextual ingredient inside a much
more general process, where the primacy of the continuum is not contested. Indeed,
the continuum happens to be the only truly generic concept on which the “design” of
Peirce’s architectonics can be sketched, since it is the only one which allows multiple
intra-level internal reflections in the edifice.

This explains Peirce’s (otherwise

cryptic) motto:
Tychism is only a part and corollary of the general principle of Synechism.151

Peirce’s triadic classification of the sciences extends also over a general
continuum, which allows appropriate trifurcations of the neighbourhoods of the
classification152, encouraging translations, iterations and deiterations from one
environment of knowledge to the other.

The continuum not only supports the

(possibility, actuality and necessity) of the transfers: deeper, it induces them, folding
and unfolding systematically the unity and multiplicity of knowledge, considering
polyvalent culture and philosophy as natural gradation problems over the
continuum:
The whole method of classification must be considered later; but, at present, I only
desire to point out that it is by taking advantage of the idea of continuity, or the
passage from one form to another by insensible degrees, that the naturalist builds his
conceptions. Now, the naturalists are the great builders of conceptions; there is no
other branch of science where so much of this work is done as in theirs; and we must,
in great measure, take them for our teachers in this important part of logic. And it will
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be found everywhere that the idea of continuity is a powerful aid to the formation of
true and fruitful conceptions. By means of it, the greatest differences are broken down
and resolved into differences of degree, and the incessant application of it is of the
greatest value in broadening our conceptions.153

In his classifications of the sciences, Peirce studies the “generation of ideas
by ideas”154, and insists that all classifications evolve and “must certainly differ from
time to time”155. On the evolving continuum of culture are molded very diverse
classifications, but always with a central objective: render gradations more precise
and define discipline frontiers, to further allow their crossing and merging. Drawing
together objectives and methods of research, it becomes then natural that the study of
frontiers (and of free “general similarities”156 standing beyond specifics) has to be
achieved over the very modal genericity of the continuum, where particulars dissolve
and differences “melt” in a superior contiguity. Inextricably tied with the arches of
Peirce’s architectonics, the continuum fuses with the structural tensors that support
the edifice.
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Chapter IV

Existential Graphs and Proofs of Pragmaticism

In this final chapter, we will show how Peirce’s system folds on itself and
finds local reflections –provable, or, at least, well grounded– which correspond to the
major global hypotheses of the system.

In particular, we will study how the

pragmaticist maxim (i.e., the pragmatic maxim fully modalized, support of Peirce’s
architectonics) can be technically represented in Peirce’s existential graphs, a truly
original logical apparatus, unique in the history of logic, well suited to reveal an
underlying continuity in logical operations and to provide suggestive philosophical
analogies. Further, using the existential graphs, we will formalize –and prove one
direction of– a “local proof of pragmaticism”, trying thus to explain the prominent
place that existential graphs can play in the architectonics of pragmaticism, as Peirce
persistently advocated. Finally, we will present a web of “continuous iterations” of
some key peircean concepts (maxim, classification, abduction) which supports a
“lattice of partial proofs” of pragmaticism.
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IV.1. Existential graphs reflections inside Peirce’s architectonics
Back-and-forth osmotic processes are fruitful companions in Peirce’s
architectonics. In fact, constructing local reflections of global trends can be seen as a
consequence of the permanent crossing of structural arches in Peirce’s system
(pragmaticist maxim, categories, universal semeiotics, indetermination-determination
adjunction, triadic classification of sciences), a weaving that produces natural
communicating hierarchies and levels in the edifice157. In the next diagram we
synthetize a fold of Peirce’s global architectonics on some of its local fragments:

general
continuum

indeterminationdetermination

peircean
categories

pragmaticist
maxim (PM)

“great chain of being”
completeness – gradation - continuity
forms of logic

“maximum” universality
generic relationality
modalities
global → local codification

sheet of assertion
cuts
identity line

problem:
“metaphysical irradiation”
local → global

partial formalization
of (PM) in a gamma
modal and second-order
system
existential graphs

Peirce’s architectonics
Figure 19.
Various level reflections of pragmaticist architectonics.
The global continuum inside the local continuum of existential graphs.
The modal form of the pragmatic maxim inside a system of gamma existential graphs
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Peirce’s systems of existential graphs –his “chef d’oeuvre” (Letter to
Jourdain, 1908)– reflect iconically his entire philosophical edifice. The alpha sheet
of assertion, continuous sheet on which the graphs are marked, stands as an iconic
reflection of real non-degenerate continuity (thirdness), while the beta line of
identity, continuous line which opens the possibility of quantifying portions of
reality, stands as an iconic reflection of existence degenerate continuity (secondness):
Since facts blend into one another, it can only be in a continuum that we can conceive
this to be done. This continuum must clearly have more dimensions than a surface or
even than a solid; and we will suppose it to be plastic, so that it can be deformed in all
sorts of ways without the continuity and connection of parts being ever ruptured. Of this
continuum the blank sheet of assertion may be imagined to be a photograph. When we
find out that a proposition is true, we can place it wherever we please on the sheet,
because we can imagine the original continuum, which is plastic, to be so deformed as to
bring any number of propositions to any places on the sheet we may choose.158
The line of identity which may be substituted for the selectives very explicitly represents
Identity to belong to the genus Continuity and to the species Linear Continuity. But of
what variety of Linear Continuity is the heavy line more especially the Icon in the
System of Existential Graphs? In order to ascertain this, let us contrast the Iconicity of
the line with that of the surface of the Phemic Sheet. The continuity of this surface being
two-dimensional, and so polyadic, should represent an external continuity, and
especially, a continuity of experiential appearance. Moreover, the Phemic Sheet iconizes
the Universe of Discourse, since it more immediately represents a field of Thought, or
Mental Experience, which is itself directed to the Universe of Discourse, and considered
as a sign, denotes that Universe. Moreover, it [is because it must be understood] as being
directed to that Universe, that it is iconized by the Phemic Sheet. So, on the principle that
logicians call "the Nota notae" that the sign of anything, X, is itself a sign of the very
same X, the Phemic Sheet, in representing the field of attention, represents the general
object of that attention, the Universe of Discourse. This being the case, the continuity of
the Phemic Sheet in those places, where, nothing being scribed, no particular attention is
paid, is the most appropriate Icon possible of the continuity of the Universe of Discourse
-- where it only receives general attention as that Universe -- that is to say of the
continuity in experiential appearance of the Universe, relatively to any objects
represented as belonging to it.159
Among Existential Graphs there are two that are remarkable for being truly continuous
both in their Matter and in their corresponding Signification. There would be nothing
remarkable in their being continuous in either, or in both respects; but that the continuity
of the Matter should correspond to that of Significance is sufficiently remarkable to limit
these Graphs to two; the Graph of Identity represented by the Line of Identity, and the
Graph of Coexistence, represented by the Blank.160

These quotes show the importance Peirce assigned to self-reference processes
inside his system. Adequate symbolic concretions of the self-reference principle
“nota notae” are observed both in the empty sheet of assertion and in the line of
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identity, graphs which continuously match their forms and meanings.

Looking

closely to the line of identity, Peirce analyzes further its full richness as a general
sign, where iconical, indexical and symbolical tints blend together:
The value of an icon consists in its exhibiting the features of a state of things regarded as
if it were purely imaginary. The value of an index is that it assures us of positive fact.
The value of a symbol is that it serves to make thought and conduct rational and enables
us to predict the future. It is frequently desirable that a representamen should exercise
one of those three functions to the exclusion of the other two, or two of them to the
exclusion of the third; but the most perfect of signs are those in which the iconic,
indicative, and symbolic characters are blended as equally as possible. Of this sort of
signs the line of identity is an interesting example. As a conventional sign, it is a symbol;
and the symbolic character, when present in a sign, is of its nature predominant over the
others. The line of identity is not, however, arbitrarily conventional nor purely
conventional. Consider any portion of it taken arbitrarily (with certain possible
exceptions shortly to be considered) and it is an ordinary graph for which the figure “--is
identical with--” might perfectly well be substituted. But when we consider the
connexion of this portion with a next adjacent portion, although the two together make
up the same graph, yet the identification of the something, to which the hook of the one
refers, with the something, to which the hook of the other refers, is beyond the power of
any graph to effect, since a graph, as a symbol, is of the nature of a law, and is therefore
general, while here there must be an identification of individuals. This identification is
effected not by the pure symbol, but by its replica which is a thing. The termination of
one portion and the beginning of the next portion denote the same individual by virtue of
a factual connexion, and that the closest possible; for both are points, and they are one
and the same point. In this respect, therefore, the line of identity is of the nature of an
index. To be sure, this does not affect the ordinary parts of a line of identity, but so soon
as it is even conceived, [it is conceived] as composed of two portions, and it is only the
factual junction of the replicas of these portions that makes them refer to the same
individual. The line of identity is, moreover, in the highest degree iconic. For it appears
as nothing but a continuum of dots, and the fact of the identity of a thing, seen under two
aspects, consists merely in the continuity of being in passing from one apparition to
another. Thus uniting, as the line of identity does, the natures of symbol, index, and icon,
it is fitted for playing an extraordinary part in this system of representation.161

In fact, Peirce’s line of identity can be considered fairly as the more powerful
and “plastic” (in Peirce’s continuum sense) of the symbolic conceptual tools that he
introduced in the “topological” logic of existential graphs. Coherently with that
plasticity, an adequate handling of a thicker identity line (existential quantifier in a
second-order logic), will the basis of our approach162 to a “local proof of
pragmaticism”. Next, we remind briefly163 the basic properties of alpha, beta and
gamma existential graphs needed to proceed.
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Through a pragmatic collection of systems, the existential graphs cover
classical propositional calculus (system of alpha graphs and generic illative
transformations), first-order classical logic over a purely relational language (system
of beta graphs and transformations related to the identity line), modal intermediate
calculi (systems of gamma graphs and transformations related to the broken cut), and
fragments of second-order logic, classes

and metalanguage handlings (specific

“inventions” of new gamma graphs). Over Peirce’s continuum (generic space of
pure possibilities), information is constructed and transferred through general actionreaction dual processes: insertion – extraction, iteration – deiteration, dialectics yesno. The realm of Peirce’s continuum is represented by a blank sheet of assertion
where, following precise control rules, some cuts are marked, through which
information is introduced, transmitted and eliminated.

The diverse marks

progressively registered in the sheet of assertion allow logical information to evolve
from indetermination to determination, thanks to a precise triadic machinery: (1)
formal graphical languages, (2) illative transformations, (3) natural interpretations,
all well intertwined in a pragmatic perspective.

1. Signs.
Sheet of assertion:

blank generic sheet.

Icon:

Cuts:

generic ovals detaching regions
in the sheet of assertion.

Icons:
(alpha)

Line of identity: generic line weaving relations
in the sheet of assertion.

(gamma)

Icon:
(beta)

Logical terms

:

propositional and relational signs
marking the sheet of assertion.

Icons:

p, q, ...

R, S, ....
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2. Illative Transformations of Signs.
Detaching Properties (“information zones”).
Cuts can be nested but cannot intersect.
Identity lines can intersect other identity lines and all kinds of cuts.
Double cuts alpha can be introduced or eliminated around any graph, whenever in
the “donut” region (gray) no graphs different from identity lines appear.
Transferring Properties (“information transmission”).
Inside regions nested in an even number of alpha cuts, graphs may be erased.
Inside regions nested in an odd number of alpha cuts, graphs may be inserted.
Towards regions nested in a bigger number of alpha cuts, graphs may be iterated.
Towards regions nested in a lower number of alpha cuts, graphs may be deiterated.
3. Interpretation of Signs and Illative Transformations.
Blank sheet:
Alpha cut:
Juxtaposition:
Line of identity:
Gamma cut:

truth
negation
conjunction
existential quantifier
contingency (possibility of negation)

Double cut:
Erasure and insertion:
Iteration and deiteration:

classical rule of negation (¬¬p↔p)
minimal rule of conjunction (p∧q→p and ¬p→¬(p∧q))
intuitionistic rule of negation as generic connective (p∧¬q ↔ p∧¬(p∧q))

Figure 20.
Rudiments of Existential Graphs

The

existential

graphs

variety

of

formal

languages

and

illative

transformations can be turned into logical calculi if one assumes surprisingly
elementary axioms:

• axioms:

• calculi:

(ALPHA)

ALPHA
BETA
GAMMAI
GAMMAII

≡
≡
≡
⊇

(BETA)

wider
choices

(GAMMA)

Classical propositional calculus
Purely relational first-order logic
Intermediate modal logics164
Second-order logic.
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Peirce hoped that the existential graphs could help to provide a full “apology
for pragmaticism”165. In fact, in all due justice, the very existential graphs looked at
themselves –under the perspective that Roberts’ and Zeman’s completeness proofs
have supplied– provide an outstanding apology for the deep pragmatic approach that
Peirce undertook in logic:

classical propositional
calculus
system ALPHA
first-order
logic
classical
thought

clarification
of ideas

uniform rules
of pragmatic handling

system BETA

Figure 21.
Existential graphs as an “apology for pragmaticism”

Indeed, the simultaneous axiomatization of classical propositional calculus
and purely relational first-order logic, with the same five generic rules (double alpha
cuts, insertion, erasure, iteration and deiteration), renders explicit technical common
roots for both calculi which have been ignored in all other available presentations of
classical logic. The same rules detect, in the context of alpha language, the handling
of classical negation and conjunction, and, in the context of beta language, the
handling of the existential quantifier: something just unimaginable for any logic
student raised into Hilbert-type logic systems. Thus –in agreement with Peirce’s
pragmatic maxim and Peirce’s “idealist” realism– the ALPHA and BETA calculi show
that there exists a kernel, a “real general” for classical thought, a kernel which, in
some representational contexts, gives rise to the classical modes of connection, and
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which, in other contexts, gives rise to the classical modes of quantification. The
common roots for classical connectives and quantifiers are revealed in common
pragmatic action-reaction processes, global and general, which in diverse
representational contexts generate derived rules, local and particular, proper to each
context. We face thus a truly remarkable “revelation” in the history of logic, not yet
fully understood nor valued in all its depth. It is, in a very precise way, the only
known presentation of classical logical calculi which uses the same global and
generic axiomatic rules to control the “traffic” of connectives and quantifiers.
In turn, the “apology for pragmaticism” obtained with the existential graphs
shows the coherence of the synechist abduction, at least if it is restricted to the
continuum underlying classical logic. In fact, the existential graphs show that the
rules of classical connectives and quantifiers correspond continuously to each other
over a generic bottom; their apparent differences are just contextual and can be seen
as breaks on the underlying logical continuity. But even beyond the classical realm,
as we hinted in our second chapter, we count on several mathematical supports to
conjecture that the synechist hypothesis can span a wider range of validity, including
–fair abduction– diverse progressive forms of the logical continuum (intuitionistic,
categorical, peircean) up to –bold abduction– the cosmological continuum.
A pair of examples, where (going from local to global) we re-interpret some
specific “marks” of the graphs, can be useful to show the possible interest of a
“metaphysical irradiation” of the graphs. In first place, the immediate comparison of
axioms for the ALPHA, BETA and GAMMAII (second order) calculi,

(ALPHA)

(BETA)

(GAMMAII)

shows symbolically that existence (first and second-order lines of identity) can be
seen, simultaneously, as a continuity break in the “real general” (blank sheet of
assertion), and as a continuity link in the “particular” realm (ends of the identity
line). The identity lines, continuous sub-reflections of the sheet of assertion, are selfreflexively marked on the general continuum and allow to construct the transition
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“from essence to existence”166. The elementary axioms of the basic systems of
existential graphs support thus the idea –central in philosophy (pre-socratics,
Heidegger)– that a first self-reflection of “nothingness on nothing”167 can be the
initial spark that puts in motion the evolution of the cosmos.
In second place, the continuous iterations of lines of identity (beta or gamaII)
through cuts (alpha or gamma) (see figure 22) show that existence is no more than a
form to link continuously fragments of actuality inside the general realm of all
possibilities.

It would be fallacious, then, as Peirce severely advocated in his

“disputes against nominalists”, to think the existent, the actual, the given, without
previously assuming a coherent continuous bottom of real possibilia, a bottom
needed in order to guarantee the relational emergence of existence:

existence

possibilia

Figure 22.
Continuous iterations (and deiterations) of lines of identity.
Existence (actuality, secondness) is continuously linked to real possibilities.

IV.2. A local proof of pragmaticism
In 1903, in his Harvard conferences, Peirce thought he had guessed a “proof
of pragmaticism”168. Of course, such a proof, in an absolute and global sense, could
not be sustained and would go in opposite direction to the pragmatic maxim.
Nevertheless, the impossibility of an absolute proof does not preclude that some
fragmentary and local codings of the proof could, in principle, be realized. Peirce
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insisted that the existential graphs should help in that task, but it seems that he never
fully completed the scattered indications left in his latter writings169:
I beg leave, Reader, as an Introduction to my defence of pragmatism, to bring before you
a very simple system of diagrammatization of propositions which I term the System of
Existential Graphs. For, by means of this, I shall be able almost immediately to deduce
some important truths of logic, little understood hitherto, and closely connected with the
truth of pragmaticism.170
You apprehend in what way the system of Existential Graphs is to furnish a test of the
truth or falsity of Pragmaticism. Namely, a sufficient study of the Graphs should show
what nature is truly common to all significations of concepts; whereupon a comparison
will show whether that nature be or be not the very ilk that Pragmaticism (by the
definition of it) avers that it is.171
It is one of the chief advantages of Existential Graphs, as a guide to Pragmaticism, that it
holds up thought to our contemplation with the wrong side out, as it were.172

We now present a translation of the “full modal form” of the pragmaticist
maxim (figure 10, previous chapter) to the language of existential gamma graphs,
indicating advances and limitations in our approach173. In particular, a formalization
of the maxim, half-way provable in a modal second-order gamma system, shows that
the maxim can acquire new supports for its validity. Indeed, beyond the clear
usefulness of the maxim as a global philosophical method (abductively stated,
inductively checked), it is also of precious value to count on a reflection of the
maxim as a valid local theorem (deductively inferred). Peirce’s pragmaticist maxim,
always considered by Peirce as an hypothesis, obtains thus a new confirmation by
means of a logical apparatus.

The three dimensions of reasoning (abduction-

induction-deduction) become strongly welded.

If –in the future– the structural

transfer from local to global fostered in part by pragmaticism becomes better
understood, the local gamma proofs of pragmaticism could then acquire an
unsuspected relevance to support the general architectonics of the system.
In first instance, combining the notion of “integral” (relational glueing) and the
formalism of gamma graphs, we can obtain an intermediate, semi-formal, statement
of the pragmaticist maxim.

The value of semi-formality (or “informal rigour”)

consists in allowing further refinements, depending on the way the “integral” is
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afterwards rendered symbolically in adequate gamma systems174. An intermediate
expression of the pragmaticist maxim is the universal closure of the following
statement, obtained directly as a diagrammatic translation of the full modal form of
the maxim to a “mixed” language with existential graphs (semi-formal “mixtures”
involving symbols ≡ and ∫ will soon be deleted):

"

C ≡

C#(R)

(PRAGEG),

R, #

that is: for all C, “C is equivalent to the integral of all necessary relations between
interpretants of C and elements of their contexts, running on all possible
interpretative contexts”. With the usual logical symbols this can also be written
semi-formally:

∀C ( C "

% #$x  C (R,x) ) .
#

R,#

The pragmaticist maxim, understood semi-formally as the (universal closure of)
the intermediate statement (PRAGEG), can then be implemented locally in diverse
gamma fully formal systems, in which (PRAGEG) may become a theorem of the system.
As the implementation will be more faithful, and the gamma system will be more
universal, the pragmaticist maxim will acquire greater deductive strength. We proceed
now to an elementary implementation of the maxim in a specific gamma system, closely
related to Peirce’s general realism (scholastic reality of universals, where the possibly
necessary becomes actual). The implementation is still far from being duly faithful
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(codifies all interpretants in just one sign), and the gamma system is still away from true
universality (requires the axiom ◊ p ↔ p), but we think that an important step in a
local proof of pragmaticism is here undertaken.
Consider (PRAGEG): C "

% #$x  C (R,x) .
#

Identifying # with identity (use of

R,#

the self-reference principle “nota notae”: codification of all interpretants of a sign in the
sign itself), and translating the integral ∫ as a universal quantification on all relations,
we see that the right-hand side of (PRAGEG) can be represented by the following
diagram175 (where the thicker line stands for a gamma second-order existential
quantifier):

C

Now, using the rules of erasure, deiteration, and double alpha cut elimination,
it is shown that this diagram (that we can call the “pragmatic reading of C”) illatively
implies the following diagrams176:
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C

C

C

C

C

that is, the diagram representing the “pragmatic reading of C” does in fact imply C,
in the case in which the double broken cut may be erased, that is when the modality
◊ can be eliminated.
This shows that one of the two implications in the equivalence that constitutes
a local form of the pragmaticist maxim (the “positive” implication according to
which the pragmatic knowledge of C guarantees the knowledge of C) can be proved
in systems in which ◊ p → p, that is in systems in which the possibly necessary
implies the actual. On the other hand, the reverse implication does not seem to be
provable177, not even in case we could count on introducing double broken cuts
(corresponding to a full equivalence

◊ p ↔ p).

We can call this reverse

implication the “negative” one: the denial of one of the conceivable characters of C
implies not-C. Arguably, this “negative” implication can be considered the more
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interesting one from the perspective of a fallibilist architectonics such as Peirce’s,
showing that our advance in the weaving graphs-pragmaticism is still a modest one.
To obtain a fuller equivalence between C and its pragmatic reading, a finer
implementation of the pragmaticist maxim would have to be achieved, but we hope
our tentative opens the way in such a possibilia realm.
Our reflection of the global pragmaticist maxim –half-way provable in a local
setting of gamma graphs– can be considered as a further indication (induction) of the
eventual correction of the general maxim. Peirce had proposed the maxim as a
hypothesis (abduction) to be criticized, contrasted, and refined. An important trend
of research would then consist in obtaining other interesting implementations of the
maxim that could become theorematic (deduction) in other gamma systems178. The
vertical glueing of many theorematic implementations of the maxim would be very
close to a wide “proof of pragmaticism”.

IV.3. “Vague proofs” of pragmaticism
A sound use of the pragmaticist maxim –applied reflexively to itself in a selfunfolding continuum, helping to understand better its eventual “proof”– shows that
arguments in favour of pragmaticism can never be set in a definitive way, in an
absolute space. Indeed, as the maxim itself advocates, any argument that hopes to
attain a certain degree of necessity has to be set locally in a determined interpretation
context.

From this elementary observation, it follows that the “proof of

pragmaticism” sought by Peirce may (in fact, must) be seen as a sophisticated lattice
of partial proofs, where along diverse hierarchical levels converge local abductions,
inductions and deductions, which may (must) correlate each other, but that can never
be summarized in a unique “transcendental deduction”.

Peirce’s architectonics

shows, in fact, that knowledge is always constructed along different perspectives,
floors and levels –like Borges’ Babel tower, doubly infinite, never comprised in a
unique glance– without a “transcendental” or “absolute” vantage point from where a
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complete panorama could be stared at (observe that the non-existence of such a
“point at infinity” is perfectly linked with the non-existence of privileged points in
Peirce’s continuum).

•

=

"

◊ semeiosis (•)

PM# : a local reading

•
!
continuity
PM
global concept
interpret(PM)
PM* : another local reading

Figure 23.
The pragmaticist maxim (PM) applied to itself: PM(PM).
Infinite ramification of Peirce’s architectonics.
Continuous lattice of local proofs of MP.

Inside Peirce’s architectonics it is thus natural to emphasize some
argumentative mixtures (confluences abduction – induction – deduction) which build
up the lattice of supports for pragmaticism. It may be said that all of Peirce’s work –
from his first timid logical comments to his final daring cosmological speculations–
consists in the meticulous and perseverant construction of that lattice, always trying
to enlarge consistently its range of validity, to extend its depth and to correlate its
diverse “marks”. Of course, we face a lattice of marks sketched over a continuous
bottom, where, once again, plays an extraordinary role the natural correspondence
between a general philosophical trend, the world which supports it and the methods
which seek to prove it. In the following, we will study just some of the marks
supporting pragmaticism, which are closely related to the continuum: the existential
graphs as “apology for pragmaticism”, the central place of the pragmatic maxim in
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the classification of sciences, the self-referential and “fixed-point” arguments
sustaining pragmaticism, and, finally, the “logic of abduction”.
One of the finer marks in support of Peirce’s pragmaticism is a natural
“continuity interpretation”179 of some peculiar features of the existential graphs. On
one side, the genesis180 of the graphs shows clearly that they were constructed
continuously, departing from diagrammatic experiments related to the logic of
relatives (letter to Mitchell, 1882; reply to Kempe, 1889), coming abductively to
propose basic rules and ideas (entitative graphs, 1896), and making afterwards
permanent corollarial illations, inductively contrasted and polished (entries in the
Logic Notebook, from 1898 on), up to constructing truly theorematic systems of
existential graphs (Alpha, Beta, Gamma, 1903). It is interesting to notice that this
process of discovery uses fully the argumentative triad abduction – induction –
deduction, and that it only uses that mixture. Since the result is the simultaneous reconstruction of both classical propositional calculus and first-order logic, which can
be considered as a neat basis for the main general qualitative and quantitative modes
of thought, the construction of the existential graphs shows that Peirce’s
argumentative triad may include the continuum of all possible types of arguments
representable in classical thought. In this way, the pragmaticist hypothesis stating
that the triad abduction – induction – deduction saturates all inferential processes
obtains an important backing: another “mark” in our lattice-type “proof of
pragmaticism”.
On the other side, the construction of the existential graphs should be
understood as a full “apology” for pragmaticism and synechism, not only because of
the unveiling of the “real general” for classical thought that we have already
discussed, but also because of its ability to represent pragmatically –in its language,
rules and axioms– deep local reflections of the global continuous trends present in
the architectonics.

The language of existential graphs reflects iconically the

cosmological continuum (thirdness), its continuity breaks (secondness) and its
chance elements (firstness): the alpha sheet of assertion and the beta line of identity
are plastic fusion operators (thirdness), the alpha cuts are segmenting marks which
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depart from the real general and give rise to actual existence (secondness), the
gamma cuts are fissures which open the way to chance and possibility (firstness).
The rules, or illative transformations, reflect in an outstanding pragmatic way the
more elementary osmosis occurring in semeiosis: registering and forgetting
information (rules of insertion and erasure), detaching and transgressing dual
information zones (rules of introduction and erasure of double alpha cuts),
transferring and recovering information (rules of iteration and deiteration). Finally,
the axioms, as already mentioned, can be thought as a nutshell expression of Peirce’s
wider general synechism.
If, following Peirce, we understand the pragmatic maxim as a part of
“methodeutics” (“studying methods to be followed in the search, exposition and
application of truth”181), its place in the “perennial” classification of sciences lies
naturally in the trichotomic subdivision 2.2.3.3, a prominent central place inside the
classification which supports generality layers above it and profits from
particularization layers below, as Richard Robin has pointed out182. Going deeper,
and extending continuously Robin’s fundamental remark, we may understand
pragmaticism as a continuous irradiation of the maxim –more precisely, as its
continuous iteration and deiteration– from place 2.2.3.3 towards all other
neighbourhoods of knowledge present in the classification:
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1.1
2.1
2.2.1

1.2
1.3
continuum

2.2.2

1

2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
PM
2.2.3
2.2

................
...... ...... ......

2.3

2

3

Figure 24.
Continuous iterations of the pragmatic maxim (PM)
along a continuous unfolding of the triadic classification of sciences

The previous diagram suggests another useful argument to consolidate the
global web of local marks in which may consist the “proof of pragmaticism”. The
diagram suggests to construct an adequate translation of the classification into
existential graphs, a translation which should perhaps be inverse (or done in a sheet
verso) to the one represented in figure 24 –where regions with more trichotomic
ramifications in the classification tree should be surrounded by less cuts– in such a
way that the pragmatic maxim could really be iterated towards all other
neighbourhoods in the classification. An even finer implementation would have to
introduce also the types of gamma cuts which should be nested iconically around
fragments of the classification: possibility (broken-alpha) cuts for trichotomies of
type 1, actuality (alpha) cuts for trichotomies of type 2, necessity (alpha-brokenalpha) cuts for trichotomies of type 3. If this kind of translation could be done, we
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could pass from discrete models for the classification (trees with ramification 3) to
continuous models (assertion neighbourhoods, natural osmosis), producing thus a
coherent sub-determination of Peirce’s synechism.

An effective continuous

implementation of figure 24 could also help to understand, not only the central
irradiation of the maxim in all fields of knowledge, but also the natural pre-eminence
of some crossings between disciplines in detriment of others, constructing thus the
prolegomena of a true “topographical” science which could determine “heights” and
“access roads” in the continuous relief of knowledge183.
The central place of the pragmatic maxim in the classification of sciences
allows to perceive the maxim as a balance environment in a wide structure. In turn,
pragmaticism can also be understood as a generic fixed-point technique, a reflexive
and self-referential apparatus which, through each self-application, stratifies the field
of interpretation. Peirce’s fourth article (1909) in the Monist series was going to
present
a theory of Logical Analysis, or Definition [which] rests directly on Existential Graphs,
and will be acknowledged, I am confident, to be the most useful piece of work I have
ever done... Now Logical Analysis is, of course, Definition; and this same method
applied to Logical Analysis itself –the definition of definition– produces the rule of
pragmaticism.184

Another fixed-point tentative to guarantee the unavoidable centrality of
pragmaticism appears, as the editors of the Essential Peirce have well noticed, when
Peirce, trying to characterize habit as a final logical interpretant, shows that habit can
only be defined through other habits185:
The deliberately formed, self-analyzing habit, –self-analyzing because formed by the aid
of analysis of the exercises that nourished it–, is the living definition, the veritable and
final logical interpretant. Consequently, the most perfect account of a concept that words
can convey will consist in a description of the habit which that concept is calculated to
produce. But how otherwise can a habit be described than by a description of the kind of
action to which it gives rise, with the specification of the conditions and of the motive?186

In this way, habits turn out to be fixed-points of the self-referential operator
definition of the definition, since its definition resorts to the very same term which is
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being defined. Now, the fact that habits can be seen as fixed-points connects again in
a very natural way the architectonics of pragmaticism with its underlying continuum.
Indeed, it can be shown in modern mathematics that, underneath any fixed-point
theorem, lies a natural topology which renders continuous the fixed-point operator
and which allows to construct the fixed-point as a limit of discrete approximations.
The local results of modern mathematics, abductively and continuously transferred to
the global design of the architectonics, provide thus another “mark” which pulls taut
the web of supports of pragmaticism. For future endeavours remains the task of
modelling –inside the mathematical theory of categories– an integral translation of
some the differential “marks” we have been recording: the “free” iconicity of
existential graphs, the iterative “universality” of the pragmatic maxim, the
“reflexivity” of habits.
The pragmaticist maxim, fully modalized, depends crucially on a range of
possible interpretation contexts, where some hypothetical representations are subject
to further deductive inferences and inductive contrasts. Peirce’s logic of abduction –
understood as a system to orderly adopt hypotheses with respect to given contexts187–
lies then at the very core of pragmaticism:
If you carefully consider the question of pragmatism you will see that it is nothing else
than the question of the logic of abduction. That is, pragmatism proposes a certain maxim
which, if sound, must render needless any further rule as to the admissibility of
hypotheses to rank as hypotheses, that is to say, as explanations of phenomena held as
hopeful suggestions; and, furthermore, this is all that the maxim of pragmatism really
pretends to do, at least so far as it is confined to logic (...) A maxim which looks only to
possibly practical considerations will not need any supplement in order to exclude any
hypotheses as inadmissible. What hypotheses it admits all philosophers would agree
ought to be admitted. On the other hand, if it be true that nothing but such considerations
has any logical effect or import whatever, it is plain that the maxim of pragmatism cannot
cut off any kind of hypothesis which ought to be admitted. Thus, the maxim of
pragmatism, if true, fully covers the entire logic of abduction.188

From the natural correlation “pragmaticism :: logic of abduction” it follows
that another “vague” proof of pragmaticism –another mark in its supporting web–
should be looked for in an adequate continuous understanding of the “logic of
abduction”, that is of the abductive inference, illation and decidability processes. In
effect, as Peirce notices,
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It must be remembered that abduction, although it is very little hampered by logical
rules, nevertheless is logical inference, asserting its conclusion only problematically or
conjecturally it is true, but nevertheless having a perfectly definite logical form.189

Abduction’s “perfectly definite logical form” arises in Peirce’s early studies
(1860’s) around “vague” variations of the Aristotelean syllogism. We suggest (see
figure 25) that already in those early researches the fundamental adjunctions
“determinacy – indeterminacy” and “definition – vagueness” may have entered in
Peirce’s thought. In those beginnings, the adjunctions may have been only intuitive,
plastic, continuous processes, but they may have allowed Peirce to bend the rigid
Aristotelean rules and to jump to the verso of Peirce’s logical creativity:
Variations on the syllogistic form a i i in the first figure
All X is Y
Some Z is X
____________

deductive form

implicative inference
general + vague ⇒ vague

inductive form

vague + vague ⇒ general
(no inference)

abductive form

retro-implicative inference
general + vague ⇒ vague

Some Z is Y

Some Z is Y
Some Z is X
____________
All

X is Y

All X is Y
Some Z is Y
____________
Some Z is X

Figure 25.
Syllogistic abduction as “vague” deformation of syllogistic deduction.

Understood as a system to provide reasonable hypotheses which could explain
irregular states of things, Peirce’s abduction develops between 1870 and 1910,
accurately defining the system’s tools in accordance with the general dictate of logic
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to evolve towards progressive determination.

The “logic of abduction” refines

Peirce’s prior ideas on the “logic of discovery”: its ability to undergo experimental
testing, its capacity to explain surprising facts, its economy, its simplicity, its
plausibility, its correlation with the evolved instinct of the species190. Led by his
breakthroughs in the logic of relatives, Peirce moves from describing analitically the
particular predicative form of syllogistic abduction towards constructing
synthetically abduction as a general relational system: contextual and contrasting
handling of hypotheses, optimization and decision “filters” to maximize the
likelihood of adequate hypotheses, search of correlations between the complexity of
hypotheses and their probability of correction.

Deductive systems

Abductive systems

Γ  α → γ
_________________

Γ  α → γ
_________________

Γ , α  γ

Γ , γ  ◊α
Γ , γ  Prob(α)

In general, there are important correlations between the conclusion’s
complexity in context’s eyes (Γ-Compl(γ)) and the probability of the
explanatory correction of the hypothesis (Prob(α)). The higher the
complexity (Γ-Compl(γ)), the more plausible becomes the equivalence
Prob(α) ≡ α along the context Γ, reversing thus the inference191.
Figure 26.
Abduction as a system of logical approximation
towards correctness and optimization of explanatory hypotheses.

The logic of abduction, as Peirce himself mentions very precisely, tries to explain
in a systematic way regularity breaks and homogeneity disorders, along given contexts,
that go beyond simple casual (punctual) irregularities. In fact, explanation is only really
needed when it goes beyond particulars and when it fuses into the general (the
continuum):
The only case in which this method of investigation, namely, by the study of
how an explanation can further the purpose of science, leads to the conclusion
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that an explanation is positively called for, is the case in which a phenomenon
presents itself which, without some special explanation, there would be reason to
expect would not present itself; and the logical demand for an explanation is the
greater, the stronger the reason for expecting it not to occur was. (...) But if we
anticipate a regularity, and find simple irregularity [irregularity being the
prevailing character of experience generally], but no breach of regularity, –as for
example if we were to expect that an attentive observation of a forest would
show something like a pattern, then there is nothing to explain except the
singular fact that we should have anticipated something that has not been
realized.192

Abduction reintegrates breach and context from a higher perspective, and
fuses them in a common explanatory continuum. Thus, the deep task of the logic of
abduction may be seen as locally glueing breaks in the continuum, by means of an
arsenal of methods which select effectively the “closer” explanatory hypotheses for a
given break and which try to “erase” discontinuities from a new regularizing
perspective:

finite number of useful hypotheses

infinitude of useless hypotheses

hip1
break

hip2
hipn . . . .
optimization:
economy, complexity

control:
plausibility, evolutive instinct

Figure 27.
Abduction as “glueing” breaks in the continuum.
“Optimal” selection of explanatory hypotheses.

Thus, the logic of abduction becomes in fact one of the basic supports of
Peirce’s pragmaticist architectonics and general synechism. Abduction serves as a
regulatory system for the Real, for that plastic weaving (third) formed by facts
(seconds) and hypotheses (firsts), where hypotheses are subject to complexity tests
until they continuously fuse with facts. The logic of relatives –which, as we saw in
our second chapter, filters technically continuity and generality– serves also as a
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crucial “filter” in the logic of abduction: it is the natural apparatus which provides
the normal forms193 of hypotheses, in order to study their adequate complexity.
Beyond Murray Murphey’s famous judgement194 on the ineffective use of
continuity to hold Peirce’s architectonics, we hope to have been able in this
monograph on Peirce’s continuum to show that Peirce’s “castle” –very real, but not
reducible to existence– is far from just flying in the air.
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One of the basic abductions that supports our work on Peirce’s continuum contends that Peirce’s
system constitutes a natural apparatus to correlate in a refined way global and local, total and partial,
continuous and discrete. We think we have supported that hypothesis with enough inductions in our
monograph. In this final paper, we are trying to support it through local bounded deductions.
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